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THE CORRELA.TION OF MUSIC WITH PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
-- -----
TrlROUGH FOLK WiNCES 
Chapter I. INTRODUCTION 
General Statement of the Problem. Rhythms and folk dancing are 
vital to Music; yet, they assist the Physical Education Department in 
carrying out its role as body-builder in an enjoyable and organized 
manner; and yet, without great loss they cannot be disassociated from 
the Social Studies, which embrace geography, the physical environment 
and ways of living of people all over the earth; history, the culture 
of people based on their origin and development; and civics, the common 
problems of men encountered in t heir learning to live together. There-
fore, I have strived to correlate the three ar eas in the presentation 
of these dances. 
There are numerous benefits to the t hree, which will be listed 
in detail, in instituting a program of folk dancing; but of paramount 
importance at this time is the realization that t hrough this study of 
folk music we strengthen the regard for the contributions of all nations, 
leading to a greater understanding and appreci ation of them, and we 
develop an awareness of the importance of folk music a s a living part 
of our ovm June rican culture. 
The :Music, Physical Educ ation, and Social Studies Programs will 
be greatly enriched by this integrated study, a s will the students. 
Objectives for the Teaching of Folk Dance. Folk dance as an 
activity in programs of physical education and of recreation affords 
values rich in possibilities for promoting enduring interests and the 
s atisf actions which attend enriched living. 
Folk dance affords excellent opportunities for the r hythmic exer-
cise of the muscles, increased respiration and circulation, develop-
ment of organic vi gor and numerous other obviously desirable outcomes 
of physical activity. In fact, folk dance is a splendid medium for 
the achievement of the widely recognized fitness objectives of endur-
ance, strength, flexibility, body control--including agility, coor-
dination, and balance--relaxation, and morale. 
The values in folk dances fall into three categories: cultural 
value s, t hose outcomes ~1ich awaken interest in and enhance appreciation 
of the aesthetic aspects of human experience; social and recreational 
values , those outcomes which help to orient the individual to his role 
as a member of society and to discipline him in the performance of that 
role; and neuromuscul ar values, t hose outcomes which contribute to the 
good performance of a well-coordinated body in movement. 
Knowledge s to be Acquired2 
1. To know the f undamental movement s of which basic folk dance step s 
are made. 
2. To know the sequence of fundamental movements , the rhythmic pattern, 
t he dynamic pattern, and the space pattern for each specific folk 
dance step presented (e. g., step-hop, skip , schottische, waltz, 
pol ka, mazurka, varsovienne, two-step, et cetera). 
3. To under stand the use of rhythm, temp o, meter, phrasing, dynamics, 
and accent in the per f ormance of folk dances . 
4. To know the various countries from which specific folk dances come . 
5. To know t he or1g1ns of folk danc e s as they have developed in speci-
fic folk cultures. 
6. To know the pl ac e of folk dance in the history of dance in general. 
7. To know the r el e.tionship of dances from one country to those from 
other countries. 
1 Report of the United States Off ice of Education Committee on 
Wartime Physical Fitne ss for Colleges and Universitie s, Physical Fitness 
for Students in Colleges and Universities. Washington, D. c.: Un1ted 
States Government Printing OfP1ce, 1943, PP• 62-64. 
2 Anne Schley Duggan, Je anette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge , 
Te e.ching of Folk Dance. New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1948 , 
PP• 25-33-;- --
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8. To understand the relationship of the folk dances of a specific 
country to those from other countries. 
9. To become acquainted with collections of folk dances and with liter-
ature related to folk dance. 
10. To learn folk songs from the countries of the world. 
11. To acquire information regarding the history of folk music and its 
influence upon music as a fine art. 
12. To know the instruments which are used in accompanying folk dance 
and folk songs of various countries. 
13. To learn about folk arts and crafts and the influence of folk arts 
upon painting and sculpture as fine arts. 
14. To learn folk legends from all countries and to become aware of 
similarities in themes as they appear in the legends of various 
countries. 
15. To know the influence of folk legends upon the themes and styles 
of expression in literature as a fine art. 
16. To acquire information regarding folk costumes and the rel ationship 
of costume to the lives of the peoples involved. 
17. To gather information about folk festivals as an expression of the 
life of the people of a particular time and place. 
18. To know of leading personalities in the field of folk dance, includ-
ing collectors of folk dances, direotors of folk dancing, individ-
uals who sponsor folk dance, and organizations devoted to the fur-
therance of folk dance. 
Skills to be Mastered 
1. To develop the ability to dance rhythmically with a poised, well-
balanced and coordinated body which moves as one unit. 
2. To perform step patterns accurately so that all hops, stamps, jumps, 
leaps, walking, and running steps are definite and accurately timed. 
3. To dance accurately all accents in step patterns. 
4. To describe a clean-cut, accurate floor pattern while dancing. 
5. To dance forward, backward, sideward, and turning movements so that 
they are definite and properly spaced. 
6. To dance all folk dance steps performed in combinations as phrases 
of movement rather than from step to step. 
7. To dance all transitions from step to step and from fi gure to figure 
in a folk dance smoothly and easily so that there is no break in the 
movement of the dance from start to finish. 
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s. To develop a range of body movement in terms of flexibility and qual-
ity which is s.dequate and controlled in terms of the specific skills 
involved. 
9. To execute each specifi c dance with appropriate style of body align-
ment . 
10. To re-create accurately and effectively in the performance of every 
dance the spirit of the specific dance. 
Attitudes and Appreciations to be Developed 
1. To find satisf action in the performance of solo folk dances. 
2. To enjoy the fellowship and oneness of spirit which comes from par-
ticipation in group folk dances. 
3. To experience desirable attitudes toward the practice and the per-
fection of performance in folk dances. 
4. To appreciate skill in folk dance whic h is appropri ate in style and 
spirit for each specific dance. 
5. To appreciate the importance of goo d performance in folk dance as 
it influences one 1 s own satisfaction and the satisfaction of those 
wit h whom one participates in folk dance experiences. 
6. To feel a sense of responsibility conducive to reli ability as a 
dancer in all group dances in t he interest of safety and in the 
interest of t he maintenance of integrity of the dance as a whole. 
7. To develop an attitude of cooperation as a member of a group in 
folk dance. 
8 . To appreciate t he contribution of folk peoples to the culture of 
the world. 
9. To appreciate the contribution of the various ethnocentric groups 
in t he Uni ted States to t he heritage of t his country. 
10. To appreciate the value of folk dance a s an activity for promoting 
understanding among the peoples of the world. 
Psychologists tell us that the process of adjustment to one's 
place a s an adult in the modern world entails two basic steps. The 
first is concerned with brerucing away from one's family in the sense of 
developing one's own individuality and of establishing a sort of p sycho-
logica l independence. The second is the development of a normal inter-
est in the opposite sex. Most of t he emotional problems of the adult 
are rel ated to t hese t wo basic steps in adjustment. 
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Folk dance certainly is an expedient media for effecting these 
two psychological goals. Essentially a social aotivity, it promotes 
a wholesome sort of oompanionship between boys and girls ~nth atten-
tion somewhat focused upon expressive skill. The development of folk 
dance skills oontributes to a sense of assurance and well-being with 
a subsequent ease of adjustment in mixed social groups. In develop-
ment, this relationship between the sexes is a sort of weaning from 
f amily ties. Family ties are strengthened, however, in that the chil-
dren are sharing a mutual, innate interest. 
Delimitations. This compilation of fo l k dances will not be 
exhaustive, but will be an adequate sampling of dances that reflect the 
ne.tional character and the nature of t he environment of the people. 
Their manners, customs, beliefs, and experienoes will be transmitted 
t hrough them. The background for the dances will be abbrevi ated but 
adequate. 
Specific Statement of the Problem. It is my intent to present 
folk dances with music and dance instructions guided by the social stud-
ies units and t he physical development of the children in Grades 3-8, 
end to enhance t his presentation by providing background of a geograph-
ical and sociological nature, as well a s information on folk costumes 
and folk f estivals. 
Sources of Data. The libraries which proved to be of greatest 
assistance in aiding and abetting my research were the Boston University, 
Sar gent School Library and t he Massachusetts Division of Public Libraries, 
whose lending collection afforded me an ample bibliography. Other librar-
ies were visited, but they served me to a lesser degree. 
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Chapter II. FOLK DANCES OF THE WORLD. 
DEFINITION 1\ND OlUGUJS OF FOLK DANCES 
The Folk Dance 
Folk dances may be defined as the traditional dances of ~;~_ given 
country which have evolved naturally and spontaneously in conjunction 
with t he everyday activities and experiences of the peoples who devel-
oped them. Beginning with primitive man, they became the overt expres-
sion of emotions and idea s whic h were peculiarly significant or the 
re-enactment of customs end events constituting an important part of 
their history and patterns of daily living. Thus, folk dances are 
rel ated in origin to everything of importance in t he daily lives of a 
specific people at given times in their history, stemming from customs, 
beliefs, emotions, and events related to religion, war, occup ations, 
ceremonies of birth, courtship, marri age , t hemes common to all peoples 
everywhere. They afford, therefore, e. vivid and graphic link with the 
past in which contemporar y man had his ovm. beginnings. 
Genuine folk dances are traditional dances handed dovm from gen-
eration to gener ation in the manner of all traditions. They are more 
or less fixed in their ba sic patterns, but they may vary slightly in 
different provinces or sections of the given country. There has been 
no conscious effort to introduce such changes or vari ations, however. 
They have come about t hrough repetition in the handing-dovm. process. 
The Nationa l Dance 
National dances e.re also traditional folk dances and differ from 
the latter only in that t hey are national in scope--that is, they are 
those folk dances which are most popular and widely danced in all pe.rts 
of a specific country. While each country may have innumerable folk 
dances, some of which are unknown in other sections, each country recog-
nized as its national dance the one particular folk dance which is the 
mo st popule.r and universally danced in all sections . 
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The Character Dance 
The so-called "folk and national dances," which are not tradi-
tional in nature but which someone has created by fitting characteris-
tic step s and designs to the folk melodies of a particular country, are 
called character dances. 
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SCA...WDINA VIA 
Geographical Background 
The Scandinavian Peninsula--a curved finger of land--comprises 
an area of 298 ,089 square miles. Non~ay, on the western side of 
the Peninsul a, constitutes a strip of land 124,533 square miles in 
size, slightly l arger in area than the states of New York, New Jer-
sey, Delaware, and the five New England states combined. Sweden, 
on her eastern and southern aspects, covers 173,146 square mil~s, 
approximating the areas of Florida, Georgia and the two Carolinas. 
A r ange of mountains extending down the Peninsula divides Norway 
from Sweden. The Scandine.vian Peninsula is bounded on the north 
by t he Be.rents Sea, on t he west by the Atlantic Ocean, on t he south 
by t he North and Baltic Seas and by the Ske.gerrak: Strait, and on the 
east by the Gulf of Bothnia and by Finland. 
The Kingdom of Sweden boasts a highly varied terrain, some sec-
tions of which are noted for t heir scenic be auty. The mountains, 
whic h form the border between Norway and Sweden, convert t he northern 
and western sections of the l atter country into a mountainous region 
dotted with numerous beautiful l ake s. Centr al Sweden is a lowlands 
section; the south and southeastern portions of the Peninsula are 
known a s the Smaland Highlands. The extreme southern tip of t he 
Peninsula is a pl ains region. Although the coastline of Sweden is 
not so frequently end deeply penetrated by the protective fjords as 
that of Norway, the mainland is guarded by many small isl ands. The 
climate of Sweden varies according to t he l atitude of a particul ar 
section. In the north, the weather is extremely cold in winter and 
the summers are never really warm. In Jul y , t he temper ature is more 
uniform t hroughout the country than during any other part of the 
year. 
Norway, famous as the nLand of the :Midnight Sun," is a country 
of mountains, fjords, valleys, . and fertile slopes on which are found 
many small f arms and occ asional vill ages. In l atitude, Norway lies 
close to t he Arctic r egion and ·would be uninhabitable were it not 
for the Gulf currents conducive to a more moderate climate. The 
average temper ature of Southern and Western Nonvay i s 45 degrees F. 
In t he interior region of t he Northeast, t he vrinters are ver y cold 
with tempe r atures as low a s 60 degrees F . below zero recorded in 
this particular section of t he country. During the summer months, 
Norway is wit hout complete darkness at any t ime during the t wenty-
four hour cycle and at the extreme North Cape, the period of each 
day from May 12 t hrough July is one of continuous daylight . Because 
of t heir extensive co a stal areas, both Norw·ay and Sweden have a 
great deal of r ain with frequent mi sts and fog in sections adje.cent 
to t heir respective co a stlines. 
Finland comprise s an area of 127,593 squ are miles comp are.ble to 
t he combine d areas of Iowa and Minnesota. On t he west lie Sweden 
and t he Gul f of Bothnia , on t he south, t he Bal t ic Sea and t he Gulf 
of Finland, on t he east~ Rus sia , and on the north, Nonvay. 
The physical surface of Finl and presents an al ternation of low hills 
and valleys which slope to t he Gulf of Bothnia on the e ast. Southern 
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Finland is covered with a network of small lakes which have been 
developed into a navigable system of inter nal waterways . From 
these Finland derives the name "Land of a Thousand Lakes . " The 
coast line is fringed with hundreds of small islands . The climate 
in Finland is healthful though severe . For about two and one-half 
months in the summer , the southwesterly winds moder at e the climate . 
The annual precipitati on is adequate for agricultural needs . 
The Kingdom of Denmark comprises the northern part of the Jut-
l and Peninsula , a small section of l and on the mainland of the con-
t i nent of Europe , the isl ands in the Baltic Sea surronding the Penin-
sul a. , and t he Faeroe Islands in t he North Sea. In area, Denmark 
covers 16 , 576 square miles , sl ightly l e ss than the combined areas of 
Vermont and New Hronpshi re . The mainland of Denmark is bounded on the 
west by the :North Sea, on the north end east by the Skagerra.k Stre.i t , 
on the east by the southern tip of Sweden and the Be.l tic Sea, and on 
the south by Germany. The terrain is l ow and uneven with a small 
range of hills of relatively slight elevation. There are numerous 
small lakes an streams ; the one l arge river is the Gudenaa which emp -
ties into the Katt egat Channel between Denmark and Sweden. The cli-
mate is typics.l of a country situated on the coast . There are fre-
quent heavy mist s and rains; the annu l rainfall ave rages about t wenty-
five inches. The temperature ranges f rom en average of 32 degrees F . 
in the winter to an average of 60 degrees F . in the summer . 
Agriculture is a leading industry in aJ.l of t he Sca.ndinavi.an 
countries . Although the mountainous terrain of Norway results i n the 
unproductiveness of approximately seventy-two per cent of the land 
with only e.bout three and six- tenths per cent of the remainder under 
cultivation, the smal l farms on mountain slopes are so tilled t hat 
every possible bit of space for growing anything is utilized. On the 
other hand, t he rich soil of the Danish l owlands , washed up from the 
sea for ages , is particularl y suitable for agriculture so that eighty 
per cent of it is under cul tivation. Practically all of the f arm 
l ands of Denms.rk are cul tivHted by t he f m ilies who ovm them. The 
chief products r aised in the Sc andi navian countries are the grains--
wheat , oats , rye 11 barley, corn, and hay (stored for feeding stock in 
vnnter ) - -beet-root , potatoes and , especially in Finland11 flax and 
hemp . Scandi navian farmers raise the usual domestic e.ted livestock--
cattle 11 horses , swine , goats , sheep , and poultry--and the liforwegians 
re.ise reindeer in the northern sections of their country. Denmark 
and Sweden produce butter and che e se for home consumption and for 
export purposes . In Denmark, there is said to be a milch c~~ for 
every other person. 
A-nother i mportant industry, especially in Norway and Denmark, 
is fishing . The numerous Norwegian fjords and the Nort h and Baltic 
Seas provide extensive are e.s fo r the fis ing leets which go out in 
search of cod, herring, mackerel, salmon, plaice, eel and shell fish 
which are processed at home and t~en are exported to all part s of the 
world . 
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NorwayJ s~~den~ and Finland have vast timber resource s consist-
ing e specially of pine and spruce . The governments of these coun-
tries foster intens i ve and carefully supervised programs of refor-
estation t o conserve and to repleni sh their fo r est s periodically. 
Lumber and wood- pulp products are manuf actured and exported . 
Coal is mined in Southern Sweden and i n the northern part of 
that country lie some of the richest iron-ore beds in Europe. Swe-
den manufactures some machinery and some smaller metal i tems includ-
ing cutlery and i r on hou sehold articles; her excellent steel pro-
ducts are unsurpassed in quality. Due to a former inacce ssibility 
of coal~ manufacturing in DePJnark was limited to meeting the immedi-
ate nee ds f or home consumption; recently~ however , the country has 
been able to import fuel and t his particular industry is gr mr.Lng 
steadily. 
Another important Swedish industry which should not be over-
looked is shipping. Me rchant vessel s from Sweden sail to all parts 
of the world c arrying cargoes of export s from the various Scandin-
avian countries.l 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, 
Fol k Dances of Scandinavia. 
PP • 12-18. 
J eanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutl edge, 
New York : A. S. Barnes and Company, 1948, 
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SCA1IDINA VIA 
Sociologica l Background 
Today Norway is a constitutional monarchy governed by King Haa-
kon VII acting through a cabinet responsible t o the Starting or 
parliament . The country functions as a democracy. Women have 
r ight of franchise. The government administ ers a practical sys-
tem of social legislation which sponsors a modifi e d program of 
socialized me dicine , pensions for the aged , and unemployment insur-
anc e . As a result of this progrrun, real destit ution is unknovm in 
Nor way. The state church is the Evangelica l Lutheran. Because of 
the close relationship betvYeen Norway, Denmark, and Sweden, the l an-
guages of all three of these c ountries are spoken in Norway; how-
ever , about the middle of the nit teenth century, Landsmaal , a 
deve l opment of the old Norwegi. ' language , began to be used in pre-
ference to other languages. The population of the country total s 
2, 930 , 000 . 
While i ndi vidua:ls within any group differ in physical character-
istics , the typical Norwegian is tall and well-built , has a rela-
tively l ong fe.ce , fair skin, eyes, and hair. As a people, the Nor-
wegians are generally c l assed as well-educated and are inveterate 
r eaders ; libraries may be found everywhere--even i n the smallest 
mountain villages . Two Norwegians are f igures of outstanding rep-
utation in mo dern culture--Henr ik Ibsen in dramatic literature and 
Edvard Grieg in music. 
The Ki ngdom of Denmark is governed by a king who , acting through 
a cabinet, is ve sted with executive power and is responsible t o 
the Rigsdag or parliament. The Evangelica l Lutheran is the estab-
lished state church in t his country a l though Denmark sanctions com-
plete freedom of worship. A recent census report tot als the popu-
l ation of Denmark at 3, 844, 312 people . 
Tvm particular fe atures of Danish life which are the subject of 
study by many experts from other countries interested in social 
c onditions are the effect i ve social legislation end the Danish 
Folk High Schools . Denmark has a system of old- age pensions 
through which she provides for all of her citizens over sixty-f ive 
ye ar s of age . Socialized medicine affords health protection to 
all regardless of economic position. Perhap s the most i nteresting 
aspect of Dani sh culture is the high school for adult peasant folk 
or others who have completed the required formal educ ation but 
stillwish to study. The schools are not trade schools in that 
t hey offer no technical training; st udents pursue only subjects 
of cultural i nterest . 
Sweden is a consti tutiona.l monarchy governed by the Riksdag or 
Swedish parliament which is composed of two houses . King Gustavus 
V is the present monarch. The state church is the Lutheran Pro-
testant Church of which virtually everyone in Sweden is a member 
although complete religious freedom exists in this country. A 
recent census reports 6, 523 ,000 individuals as c itizens of Sweden. 
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Sweden has developed into a country which might serve a s a model 
to other countries in many respects. Eer cities are clean and fre sh-
looking and devoid of slum districts. Through intelligent pl anning 
and control , Sweden has been able t o ms.i ntain economic stability 
more effectively t han many othe r world powers. Her eff icient solu-
tion to t he problem of e.lcohol has achieved a balance between t he 
uncontrolled sale and consumption of int oxicating bever ges and the 
evils which often accompany prohibition. The program of education 
in Sweden is so eff ective that illiter acy i s practically non-exist-
ent. 
Sweden ha s given the world many scientist s who have developed 
numerous revolutionary inventions and have contributed to scien-
tific progress all over the world. Some examples of these contri-
butions are the safety me.tch , the st eam turbine , ball bearings, 
a sc r ew propeller which completely changed techni ques of ne.viga-
tion, and t he discovery of oxygen. The famous Nobel prizes swarded 
annually to men and women who, t hrough their scientific eff orts, 
benefit society were established by Al f r ed Nobel, the inventor of 
dynamite. Sweden is famous for her fol k and modern arts, especially 
in furniture, glass, pot t ery , and pewter . 
With the exception of a comparatively few Lapp s in number, li v-
ing in t he frozen lands in the extreme northern part of Sweden near 
the border of Finland, the peoples of t his countr y a re the purest 
example of Teutonic stock extant. They are, f or t he most part, 
fair - haired, vnth light comp lexions, clear, li ght-blue eyes, long 
heads and tall stature. One author observed that the blonde color-
ing of t he se Nordic peoples gives the streets in t he cities a qual-
ity of li ghtness a s compared with cities i n other European countries 
where t he natural physic al characteristics of t he natives are darker 
-- e.s in Pe.ris. 
The most universally recognized aspect of Sweden's style of liv-
ing is he r cuisine. Her smorgasbord is a vast t re at in America, on 
t he continent of Europe, and in all cosmopolite~ cities of the world. 
1\mong Sweden's gre e.t literar y l i ghts , Sel ma Lagerlof and August 
Strindberg are by f e.r the best knovm beyond her borders. 
Today Finland is a republic whose government is vested in a 
pr esi dent exercising executive power and a unicameral Diet exer-
cising legisl ative power . Women are permitted seats in the Diet. 
A recent census reports t he popul ation of Finl and to be 31 887,217. 
The state church is the Lutheran Evange l i cal Church although Fin-
l and sanctions comp let e free dom of wors hip. The two official lan-
guages of t he country are Swedish and Finni sh . Recently, a revival 
of interest in Finnish fo lklore and t he development of strong 
nat ional fe e l ing have brought about a movement t o make Finnish t he 
nationa l language. 
The Finns attach gre at i mp ortance to the educ ation of both the 
mind and t he bo dy. There is practically no illiteracy in Finland; 
Europe's l ar gest bookstore is in Helsinki, the c apitol city of 
Finland. 
13 
Since the first representatives from inland went to the Olym-
pics in 1906, that' country has produced international champions 
in sever al events , especially in skiing , rifle and pistol shooting, 
swimming, and wrestling. Nearl y all persons who l isten to music 
have heard the haunting melodies and rhythms of Jean Sibelius. 
Approximately three-fourths of the popul at i on of Finland is 
still living on rural farms which are frequently three or four 
miles apart. The people of this c ountry are said to have more 
words of endearment in their language than those of any other 
country. The long vdnters keep the people at home. As a re sult• 
they have a love for solitude and a f eeling of closeness t o nature 
--a primitive, fresh kinship wifh that which is sturdy and vital 
in l akes, trees , and rich soil . 
1 AIL~e Schley Dugg~, 
Folk Dances of Scandinavia. 
~9-25. 
Jeanette Schlot tmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
New York: A. s. Barne s and Company, 1948 , 
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SCANDI NAVIA 
Folk Dance s and Wrusic 
Themes or motifs of Scandinavian folk dances are similar to those 
shared by other folk peoples . The occupational dances commemorate var-
i ous trades of the peasants in this country. Dances of coquetry ar e 
illustrated by the Swedish Vingaker Dance, in which two women vie for 
the attention of one man, and by the Danish Crested Hen, in which the 
two women dancing with each man t ry in turn to 11 capture 11 his red stock-
ing cap during the dance. 
The majority of the dances of the various Scandinavian countries 
ar e v igorous and spirited in keeping wi th t he nature of these peopl e 
a.nd the clime.tic conditions of their respective countri es . The quieter 
dances have an e.ir of courtly dignity due to the i nf luence of the pre-
vailing French court dances , whi ch managed t o permeate the f olk dances 
of all countries . The minuets and va.rsoviennes of the various Scandin-
avian countries refl ect t his more sedate and lyrical style of dance. 
Folk dances of a. lusty, vigorous nature are usually per f ormed by men 
alone. These dances i nc l ude movements which are especially masculine 
and frequently challenge the strength, agility, and endurance of the 
performer to a demonstration of his personal skill . 
For the most part the ste1•s in the Scandinavian dances a.re 
relatively s imple with designs more complex in nature . Dances a.re per-
formed either in square , longways , and circular group formations or as 
round dances by c oup le s scattered about the dance f l oor . An unusual 
but frequent groupi ng for dances consists of three dancers , two women 
and one man. Steps used in Scandinavi an dances include basic walking, 
rmLning, skippi ng , sliding, and j umping as wel l as the waltz , polka, 
15 
mazurka, varsovienne , and buzz steps--all common to the fok dances of 
Europe. Frequently they vary slightly in different countries as to 
height of hop , length of step , or tempo of perfor.mance . 
The similarity of the folk dances of Denmark, Norway, and Swe-
den becomes readily apparent and understandable in view of their com-
mon heritage ~~d interrelated historical development into separate coun-
t ries .. The dances of Finland, on the other hand, are quite dissimilar--
a fact readily understood through acquaintance with her relationships 
with Russia. 
The ac compani ment for Scandinavian f ol k dances, ordinarily in 
a major mode, reflects a mo od of bright gai ety although spec ific dances 
have musica l accompaniments in a minor key. 
An i nteresting ol instrument played by ancient Finnish muslclans , 
and in use right i nto the eighteenth century is the kantele. Its 
original purpo se was to accompany singers of tunes. It is a beau-
tiful thing of wood, slightly decorated in chip ornament, a long 
triangle in shape , origi nall y with five strings. The tuning keys 
occu r the shortest of the three sides . It i s laid on a table like 
a zither , but the strings are plucked . Like the Celtic harp in Scot-
land thi s old instrument is enj oying a new l ease of life , new models 
are being made , and modern musicians are using up to thirty stri ngs . 
So from a folk product it has bec ome a musical instrument of art . 
Fiddle a.nd cl arinet have made e. livel y accompaniment for a cen-
tury or more ; today, as everywhere , the accordion has pushed its 
vvay i nto the band . Country musicians were self-taught men, famous 
for musical memory, even for virtuosity. Ensembles wer e not uncom-
mon, violin, clarinet , and the old ka.ntele . Ten thousand dance 
tune s have been collected in t he c ountry, and amongst the best of 
these are the Polska airs . l 
The first great col lector of Norwegian ballads and fo l klore was 
Lindeman (1812-89 ) vn1o j ourneyed from parish to parish noting f olk 
tunes , especially from village fiddlers . He saved 1500 mel odies 
and showed the way to others . Since then composers have been influ-
enced and inspired by their own Norwegian folk music . In Grieg's 
works it shows itself fre ely and unashamed. The Norwegian hymn-
book, too , is influenc ed and contains some f orty folk tunes . 
1 Yngvar Heike l and Anni Callan, Dances of Finland. New York: 
Chanticleer Press , 1948 , PP • 15-16 . 
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The oldest instrument is the lur, a wind instrument of wood and 
birch bark made by shepherds . This pa_s a long ancestry~ dating 
back to the Bronze Age , when it was made of that metal . The shep-
herd's lur may still be heard in mountain valleys . I f fire or 
other danger threatens an outlying f arm, the sound of the lur brings 
helpers from the village . The willow pipe without hol es is another 
homemade instrument, as is the pillarhorn or goat- horn with finger-
hole s. Better knovm is the l angel eik, dating back to 1500 , which 
has a long case with a sounding .board. It is lai d on a table , and 
i ts 2 to 7 strings , wit h a melody string in the lid, are plucked 
with a plectrum. The Hardanger fiddle is well knmvn, dat ing from . 
the eighteenth century only. This type of fiddle has four sympa-
t hetic under-strings which give a drone vibration. Double , even 
treble , stopping is used with wonderful polyphonic effect . 
The Hardanger fiddlers are the repositories of our folk tunes 
and are in thei r glory at a wedding. They accompany the bridal 
pair to church and back and must be ready to play for three days , 
never tir ing . The best- knovm f iddlers are outstanding teac£ers; 
thus their dance tunes are in no danger of being forgotten . 
Sweden and Denmark use the violin or fiddle most frequently. 
The dance tunes of both countries are numberless . Up to 10 ~ 000 have 
been found in old music books belonging to village fiddl er s. From 
reports the .years 1750-1850 were the most prolific . 
Village fiddlers are no professionals , so the notation is often 
difficult to read; but that was of small moment to the writers who 
had the tunes safe in their memori es , and only needed a glance at 
the score. Like the influx of dances when the old Chain broke , 
most of the tunes are from abroad. But the conservation by a con-
servative peasantry has at length turned them into Danish tradi-
tional tunes . The more they are studied t he more clearly does it 
appear that the great maj ority were used all over2the c ountry, and cannot be claimed as a local possession anywhere . 
1 Klare. Semb, Dances of Norway. New York : Chant i cleer Press , 
1951, PP • 13- 14. 
2 Poul Lorenzen and J eppe Jeppesen, Dances of Denmark . New York: 
Chanticleer Press , 1950 , PP • 16-17. 
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SCANDINAVIA 
Folk Costumes 
The costumes of the Scandinavian countries are basically similar; 
ho·wever, each of the four countries has its ovm distinguishing features . 
Generally the costumes have a practicable quality~ especially those of 
the men. Some reflect the climatic condi tio·ns while other s indic ate t he 
athletic life led by the men. 
The man ' s costume consists of a soft, white shirt and knee-~ength 
trousers of a dark color worn with woolen stockings and black pumps. 
For festive occa sions silver buckles are in order and a vest or j acket . 
Either gaily colored "stocking caps " are donned or wide-brimmed hats with 
a gay feather at either si de . 
The traditional folk costume of the woman is a whi te blouse of 
a simple design either embroidered or plain, a very full skirt worn 
over one or several petticoats ~ white or colored woolen stockings ~ and 
black slippers. For festive occasions a colorful bodice and apron may 
be added . In all of the countries except Denmark~ striped material is 
used for different parts of the costume. The width of the stripes is 
determined b the financial status of the famil • The type of cap indi-
cates a girl's marital status , as does the amount of jewelry on her per-
son. 
18 
SCANDI NAVIA 
Folk Festival s 
GOOD FRI DAY--The people in the various communitie s attend special 
church services . The evening before Easter is c elebrated \rlth much 
merrymaking and special parties . 
EASTER SDrqDAY--Special church service s with lovely musical programs 
are held to commemorate the resurrection of Christ . Groups of all 
ages par ticipate in and en joy winter sport s durin~ the Easter season. 
Easter egg hunts are very popular throughout al l Scandinavia. 
CHRISTA~ EVE--One of t he most important fe stivals ~ Christmas eve, i s 
a time f or gathering . feasting , singing ~ and dancing . Traditional 
foods ar e served in each country: Denmark--roast goose , stuffed with 
prunes and apples , r ed c abbage , doughnuts , cookies , and rice pudding; 
Fi nland--hers d 1 oeuvres , meats ~ and breads; Norway--the lute fish; Swe-
den--the beverage known as glogg . After the feasti ng come s prayer , the 
reading of the Nativity story, the opening of the presents , and t he 
singing of the carol s . 
JIJ~I YEAR'S EVE- -Feasting and merrymaking are in order on t hi s even-
ing. New Year 's Day i ncludes church attendance and vi sitations upon 
relatives and friends t o wi sh them wel l. 
ST . VALE Til~'S DAY--The young people of Denmark exchange tokens . 
viAY DAY--This celebration with danc i ng and speech-making commemorates 
t he beginning of Spring. 
AIT DSill~v~ EVE--This f estival i s i n recognition of the l ongest day or 
the year , J une 24, and feasting. singing, dancing , and bonfires take 
pl ac e . On Midsummer Day a Maypole dance i s he l d i n Sweden along with 
the singing of tradit i onal songs and folk dancing. 
19 
MAY 16--This national ho l iday i s to celebrate Finland's freedom from 
Russia and is observed by holding large public demonstration s with 
parades based on a national and patriotic theme. 
20 
Demna.rk: 
Finland: 
Norway: 
Sweden: 
DANCE UTSTRUOTIONS AND MUSIC OF' SCANDINAVIA 
Ace of Diamonds 
Dance of Greeting 
The Crested Hen 
Little Me.n in a. Fix 
The Mangle 
Mallebrok 
Shoema.ker 1 s Dance 
Finnish Reel 
Finnish Schottische 
Finnish Polka. 
Nickodickomdiz 
Norwegian Mountain Ma.rch 
Gustaf•s Skoal 
I See You 
Bleking 
Klapp dans 
Swedish Polka. 
Carrousel 
21 
ACE OF DIAMONDS1 
Dance Formation 
Double circle, partners facing. Numbers one have backs to center; num-
bers two face center. 
Measures 
Measures 
Part I 
1-4: Four polka steps (R, L, R, L), with right arms hooked, 
turning around partner, continuing through 16. As the 
first polka. step is executed to the right, clap hands 
and stamp right foot on count-one; then immedi ately 
hook right arms without waiting for count two. Right 
arms remain hooked throughout the four polka. steps. 
5-8: Repeat, starting left; clapping, stamping left foot 
and hooking left arms. 
Part II 
Measures 9-12: Numbers one dance backward toward center of circle 
with four step hops (L, R, L, R), hands at waist. 
Numbers two follow, dancing forward toward center of 
circle, with four slide hops (R, L, R, L), arms folded 
across chest, elbows high, counts 1-8. 
Measures 13-16: Repeat, numbers two moving backward and numbers one 
fonvard, avvay from the center of the circle. 
Part III 
Measures 17-24: Partners face in the line of direction (counterclock-
wise), left sides to the center; inner hands joined, 
outside hands at waist. Eight polka steps in the line 
of direction, beginning with the outside foot. Turn 
face to face and back to back on alternate polka steps, 
swinging inside arms from the shoulder, without bending 
elbows. Arms are back and at shoulder level when part-
ners are facing; arms are forward at shoulder level 
when partners are back to back. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical Education for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1932, PP• 258-~ 
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Dance Formation 
DANISH DANCE OF GREETING! 
Clap, clap, bow; 
Clap, clap, bow; 
Step, stepJ 
And turn yourself about. 
Single circle, players facing the center with hands on their hips. 
Measures 1-2: Cle.p hands twice. Turn to partner and bow. Clap 
hands twice, turn and bow to neighbor. 
Measure 3: Stamp right, stamp left. 
!vie a sure 4: Turn in place with four running steps. 
Repeat mea sures 1-4. 
Measures 5-8: All join hands in a circle. Take sixteen running 
steps to the right. 
Repeat measures 5-8. Sixteen running steps to the left. 
Repeat the entire dance. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical Educ ation for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1932, P• 99. ---
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THE CRESTED HE~ 
Dance Formation 
Any number of sets of three dancers, each comprised of a Man and two 
Women, one Woman oneither side of the Man. Each group of three join 
hands to form a small single circle. In the analysis of Figure II of 
this dance, the Foman on the Man's left will be referred to a s the L 
Woman, the 'Homan on the Man's right vnl1 be r eferred to as the R Woman. 
Measures 1-8: Beginning with a stamp on the L foot and leaning 
strongly away from each other by pulling upon joined 
hands with arms extended, dance 8 step-hops around 
circle in a clockwise direction. 
Measure 1: Dancers spring into the air, make a ha~f-turn to R, 
and land on both feet f acing counterclockwise; hop L. 
Measures 1-8: Continue counterclockwise around circle with 7 step-
hops beginning R. On the last step-hop, the two 
Women release joined hands, pl acing them on their 
hips, and fall back to positions on either side of 
the Man to form a straight line. 
Measures 9-12: Beginning L, L Woman dances under the arch formed by 
t he joined hands of Man and R Women while W~n and R 
Woman dance in pl ace with 4 step-hops. 
Me asures 13-16: Men then follows the L Woman under the arch and turns 
under his own arm while R Woman dances in place and 
L Woman dances back to original open position on L 
of Man with 4 step-hops. 
Measures 9-16: Repeat all with R Woman beginning L, dancing under 
arch formed by joined hands of Man and L Woman, to 
repeat movements as analyzed in Measures 9-16. 
Repee.t entire dance as many times as desired. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Sch1ottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of Scandinavia. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 19~ 
P• 49. 
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LITTLE MAN IN A li'IXl 
An odd number of couples form informally. about the room. Each couple 
scrambles for another couple with whom to dance. Groups of two couples 
dance together, and the couple that is left must wait until the first 
part of the dance is finished before dancing. 
Measures 1-8: The two men link left arms and each places the right 
arm around his partner's waist; the girl places her 
left hand on her partner's right shoulder and her 
right on her own hip, and in this position they run 
forward in a circle sixteen steps. 
Measures 9-16: Without pausing, the men join left hands and take their 
partner's left in their right. Simultaneously, the 
girls run under the men's joined hands, turn left about 
facing each other, and join right hands above the i r ovm 
and the men's joined hands. Pulling slightly backward, 
t hey run to the right in a circle. 
Measures 17-18: The man takes his partner's left hand in his right; 
he begins with the left foot, the girl begins with 
the right, and they dance the Tyroler waltz which is 
as follows: Turn away from e a-ch other on the first 
step and face to face on the second. 
Measures 19-20: Repeat 17-18. 
Measures 21-22: Take waltz position and dance four waltz steps. 
Repe e.t measures 17-22. 
1 
.Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of Scandinavia. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, l9~p. 54. 
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Dance Formation 
Couples in waltz position scattered all over the floor. 
Measures 
Measures 
l-2: On the first beat~ the man hops on his left foot 
swinging right foot sideways~ hops on right foot 
swinging left foot sideways, then hops on his left 
foot Siringing right foot sideways~ hops on his right 
foot swinging left foot sideways. 
3-4: Tvio polka steps. 
Girl does the same~ beginning with hop on ri ght foot. 
Measures 5-6: Hop and leg-swinging by the girl. 
Measures 7-8: Polka steps. 
Continue until music ends. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen~ Physical Education for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. s. Barnes and Company~ 1932~ p.3o2. ---
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MALLEBROK1 
Dence Formation 
Couples stand informally about the room. 
Pert A 
Measures 1-8: Partners dance polka. 
Part B 
Measures 9-10: Partners face each other and with hands on hips the 
man dances one change, step-slide, change, slide to 
his left, then swings his right foot across in front 
of the left, and claps own hands over his right foot. 
Measures 11-12: He dances the same to the ri ght, beginning with the 
right foot; at the same time t he girl dances the same, 
but uses the right foot when man uses left, and vice 
versa. Thus both move in the same direction. 
Measures 13-16: Dance together eight reel steps in place, partners 
facing each other. 
Repeat measures 9-16. 
Repee.t entire dance. 
Reel Step--If the dancer begins >vith the right foot, he ~ving the right 
directly behind the left, places the weight on the right, then hops 
slightly forv1ard on the ri ght. He does the same with the left, and so 
on, stepping back and hopp ing with alternate feet. He dances in place. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical Education for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1932, P• 338. ---
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SHOEMAKER'S naNCE1 
Dance Formation 
The dancers form a double circle, partners standing side by side facing 
t he same direction. 
Part A 
Partners face each other, Number One facing t ne centre of the circle, 
Number Two facing outward. 
Measure 
Measure 
:Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
1: With fists tightly clenched in front of the chest, 
revolve them around each other as quickly as possible, 
moving them inward, upward, and outward. 
2: Without pausing, reverse, winding as quickly as possi-
ble in the opposite direction. 
3: Jerk the elbows back quickly and vigorously twice 
(one 1 and) (two, and) • 
4: With fists tightly clenched strike the left one smartly 
vnth the right one three times (one, and, two), pause 
(and). 
5-8: Repeat the same. 
Part B 
Partners turn; both face in the same direction, with right side toward 
the centre of the circle, and with inside hands joined and outside hands 
on hips, all polka around the circle. The polka is executed as follows: 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
1: Both step forward with outside foot, at the same time 
turning slightly toward partner and swinging the inside 
joined hands bacbvard (one). Close the inside foot to 
the outside foot (and). Step forward with the outside 
foot (two). Hop on the outside foot (and). 
2: Repeat, beginning with the inside foot, at the same 
time turning slightly away from partner and swinging 
joined hands forward. 
3-8: Continue the same (or partners take the ordinary posi-
tion for round dancing, and polka around the room) 
during B. The Polka should be danced lightly on the 
toes with much spring and life. 
1 Elizabeth Burchenal, Folk Dances and Singing Gemes. New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1909, P• 9.---- ---
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FINNISH REEL1 
Dance Formation 
Two parallel lines facing each other. 
Measures 1-8: Hop left~ touch top of right toe at side. Hop l eft. 
touch right heel at side. Repeat other side. Repeat 
whole step three times. 
Measures 9-16: Repeat measures 1-8. 
1 A. F. Westphal~ Physical Training. Michigan: Dept. of Public 
Instruction, 1932, P• 171. 
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FINNISH SCHOTTISCHEl 
Dance Formation 
Any number of couples in a double circle facing counterclockwise, Man 
on L of partner in open social dance position, outside hands on hips. 
Measures 
Mea sures 
1-2: Beginning on outside feet (Man L, Woman R), couples 
move forward with 2 running schottische steps • . 
3-4: In closed social dance position, beginning on outside 
feet (Man L, Woman R), couples make two turns ·clock-
wise while progressing in a counterclockwise direction 
\vith 4 step-hops. 
Repeat Measures 1-4, three times. 
Repeat entire dance. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, 
Folk Dances of Scandinavia. 
p:-63. 
Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1948, 
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FINNISH POLKAl 
Dance Fonna.tion 
Any number of couples in shoulder-waist position. 
Measures 
Mea. sure 
1-3: Beginning with a. hop (Ma.n R, Woman L), couples turn 
clockwise while progressing in a. general counterclock-
wise direction with 3 polka. steps. 
4: Partners dance in place, retaining shoulder-wnist posi-
tion, with 1 hop (Men L, Woman R); 3 stamps (Ma.n R. L, 
R, Woman L, R. L). 
Repeat measures 1-4, three times. 
Repeat entire dance a.s ma.ny times as desired. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, 
Folk Dances of Scandinavia.. 
p:-6'4. 
Jeanette Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rutledge. 
New York: A. S. Barnes a.nd Company, 1948. 
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NICKODICKOMDIZl 
Dance Forme.tion 
Circle 
Measures l-4: Couples dance eight schottische steps, beginning out-
side foot. 
Measures 5-6: Partners take both hands and dance four bleking steps. 
starting left foot. 
Measure 7: Partners turn one turn, A to left, B to right. 
Measure 8: Both stamp with left foot, extend arms horizontally. 
Measures 9-10: Partners clap own hands, then each others' tvnce. 
Measures 11-12: PB.rtners take hands and dance around in place. Repeat 
music. 
Second Fi gure 
Measures 
Measures 
1-4: All dance "grand right and left." 
1-4: Repeat. A swings meeting B on right arm in time with 
music. 
Measures 5-6: Bleking steps. 
Measure 7: Partners turn one turn. 
Measure 8: Stamp left foot, extend the arms. 
Measures 9-10: Partners shake warningly ri ght hand index finger, then 
left. 
Measures 11-12: Partners dance around in pl ace. 
Schottische--Run three steps, then hop on foot which touches on count 
t hree, extending other forw~rd. 
Bleking--Hop on one foot while other foot strikes forv•ard. 
1 A. F. Westphal, Physical Training. 1lichigan: Dept. of Public 
Instruction, 1932, p~ 158. 
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NORvYEGIAIIT MOUNTAIN MARCHl 
Dance Formation 
The dance is performed in groups of three, all moving forv;ard and around 
the room from right to left. In each group of three, Number One stands 
in front with a handkerchief or scarf in either hand; Number 1wo and 
Number Three stand side by side directly behind him, Number Two on the 
left, Number Three on the right, with inside hands joined and outside 
hand of e ach grasping the end of the nearest handkerchief, thus forming 
a triangle. 
The step used throughout the dance is as follows: First measure, step 
forward on the ri ght foot (one). Swing the left foot forward (two), 
hop on the right foot (three). Second measure, step forvrard on the left 
foot (one). Svdng the right foot forward (two), hop on the left foot 
(three), and so on. 
Part A 
Measures l-16: Beginning with the right foot, all dance forward around 
the room, accenting slightly t he first count of each 
measure. 
Part B 
Measures 1-2: Number One, bending forward, dances backward, stamp-
ing on the first step, and passes under the joined 
hands of Numbers TVro and Three. (During measures l 
and 2, Numbers Two and Three dance in place.) 
Measures 3-4: Number Two dances across in front of Number One, and 
turns inward once around in place under Number One's 
right arm. 
Measures 5-6: Number Three turns inward once around in place under 
Number One's right arm. 
Measures 7-8: Number One turns once around to the right under his 
own right arm. This should bring the three back to 
their original position. In executing this figure, 
each should continue dancing in place while the others 
exeoute .their parts. 
Measures 9-16: Repeat the same, Number One omitting the stamp on first 
count. 
This dance represents two mountain-climbers with their guide. Number 
One, being the guide, should keep well in advance of Numbers Two and 
Three in A, and should appear to be drawing them after him, glancing 
back occa.sionally first over one shoulder and then over the other as 
if to see how they are getting on. 
1 Elizabeth Burchenal, Folk Dances and Singing Games. New Yorks 
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1933, P• 3.----
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GUSTAF 'S SKOAL l 
Dance Formation 
In sets of four couples facing center. two head couples standing oppo-
site and two side couples standing opposite. 
Measures 1-2: Head couples walk three steps fonvard toward center 
and make a bobbing bow to opposite couple. 
Mee.sures 3-4: Same couples-four steps backward to place. 
Measures 5-8: Side couples same. 
Measures 1-4: Head couples repeat. 
Measures 5-8: Side couples repeat. 
Measures 9-12: Side couples make arch with inside hands grasped and 
held high. Head couples skip forward toward center, 
separate and take hands of opposite, then skip through 
arch and around to place, meeting own partner. 
Measures 13-16: All clap hands once, take both hands of partner and 
skip in place turning to the right, pulling away from 
each other. 
Measures 9-16: Repeat-head couples holding arch, side couples skip-
ping around. 
Repeat from beginning. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen. Physical Education for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. S • . Barnes and Company, 1932, PP• 89-9~ 
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I SEE YOU1 
Words 
I see you, I see you, tra~ la, la, la, la. 
I see you, I see you, tra, la, la, la, la. 
I see you and you see me, 
Then I'll take you and you'll take me. 
I see you and you see me, 
Then I 1ll take you and you'll take me. 
Dance Formation 
The girls (Number Ones), stand in double line forms.tion with hands on 
hips facing each other about six feet apart. The boys choose partners 
by standing behind one of the girls and placing their hands on her 
shoulders. 
Measure 1: 
Measure 2: 
Measures 3-4: 
Measures 5-8: 
Measures 9-12: 
Boys look at each other peeping around the left shoul-
der of girls . 
They shift to look across the right shoulder. 
In rapid movement they look over the left, right, left 
shoulder. 
Repeat all. 
Boys skip toward each other, passing their partners 
on the left, join both hands with the opposite boys 
end turn about skipping. 
Measures 13-16: Return to partner, join hands and turn skipping, end-
ing with positions reversed which will place the girls 
in back of the boys. 
Repeat the dance. 
1 A. F. Westphal, Physical Training. 1tichi gan: Dept. of Public 
Instruction, 1932, P• 251. 
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Dance Formation 
A single circle~ partners facing eaoh other with both hands joined. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measures 
Part I 
1: Hop~ bringing the right heel and the right arm for-
ward~ elbow straight, right hand in front of partner's 
shoulder, and left arm well back with elbow bent (one~ 
and). Hop~ extending left heel and left arm in same 
manner (two, and). 
2: The same changes made three times in quick succession~ 
right, left, right. 
3-4: Repeat, beginning with the left foot. 
5-8: Repeat all. 
Part II 
With joined hands held straight out to the side, s houlder high, partners 
dance around the circle. The one with the left side toward t he center 
starts forward with the right foot~ the partner moves backward, starting 
with the left foot. 
Mea sure 
Measure 
Measure 
9: Hop twice on each foot, at the same time mringing arms 
up and down, windmill fashion, once in each measure. 
Right arm down when hopping on ri ght foot; left arm 
down when hopping on left foot. 
10: Use two of these steps to turn around. 
11: Like measure 9, partners in reverse position. 
Mea sures 12-16: Repe at. 
Repe at dance from the beginning. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical Education for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1932~ P• 218; ---
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Dance Formation 
Double circle. Partners face forward. Join inside hands, outside 
hands on hips. 
Measures 1-8: Polka step forward, beginning with outside feet-
step, close, step; alternating feet. 
Measures 9-16: Face partners and bow. Up. Clap three times. Repeat. 
Measures 13-14: Clap partner's right hand. Clap own hands. Clap part-
ner's left hand. Clap own hands. 
Measure 15: Turn to left striking right hand against partner's. 
Measure 16: Stamp three times 
Measures 9-16: Repeat. 
Repeat from beginning. 
1 A. F. Westphal, Physical Training. Michigan: Department of 
Public Instruction, 1932, P• 132. 
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SWEDISH POLKA l 
Dance Formation 
Set of six couples. Two lines facing each other--three couples on each 
side. 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
Figure 1 
1-2: Lines run forward three short steps and jump, landing 
feet slightly apart. 
3-4: Stamp with right foot, and swing left foot across. 
Stamp with left foot, and svring right foot across. 
These are called dal steps. 
5-6: Run forward three more steps, and jump a s before. 
7-8: Repeat dal steps 1vi th right and left foot. 
Interlude. Couples take right hands and dance four dal steps in place~ 
beginning with the right foot and alternating. 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
Figure 2 
1-2: With a slight pull~ partners run past each other with 
three short running steps~ and jump to stride posi-
tion ~~th knees slightly bent, at the same time svdng-
ing both arms sideways~ hands clenched. 
3-4: Partners jump and face each other with same movement 
and repeat. 
5-6: Partners again run forward three steps, passing each 
other and jumping to stride vdth bent knees. 
7-8: Dance two dal steps in place, right, left,--then run 
forward to place and finish with two dal steps. 
Figure 3 
Measures 9-10: The lines move forward again. Balance step to right~ 
and rise on toes. Repeat to left. 
Measures 11-12: Repeat the balance step to right, and jump, landing 
feet apart--then stamp them. 
Measures 13-16: Repeat measures 9-12. This brings lines close together. 
1 C. Ward Crampton, M. D., The Folk Dance Book. New York: 
A. S. Barnes and Company, 1920, p.~.--
38 
Interlude. Pivot away from partners, pointing heel alternately at 
side and close to other heel. This brings lines facing outward. 
Measures 9-16: Repeat 9-16 above, returning to place. 
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Words 
CARROUSEL! 
Part A 
Pretty maiden, sweet and gay~ 
· Carrousel is running, 
It will run till evening; 
Little ones a nickel~ big ones a dime. 
Hurry upl Get a mateJ 
Or surely you'll be too latel 
Part B 
Ha~ ha~ ha& Happy are we~ 
Anderson~ and Peterson, and Lundstrom, and me& 
Ha~ ha~ ha& Happy are we~ 
Anderson, and Peterson, and Lundstrom, and mel 
Dance Formation 
The dancers form a double circle, standing in couples~ both facing 
toward centre of circle. The front ones of all couples join hands in 
a circle; the back ones place their hand on their partners' shoulders. · 
Part A 
During A, dancers move toward the left with a slow sliding step, as 
follows: 
Measure 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
1: Make a long slide to the left with the left foot 
(one)~ close the right foot to the left (two). Repeat 
(three) and (four). 
2-7: Continue through the seven measures of A, but~ during 
the sixth and seventh measures, make stamps instead of 
slides. 
Part B 
1-4: Still moving to the left~ with the time slightly accel-
erated, as in the two preceding measures~ execute the 
same step as described in the first measure of A, but 
in double time, that is, making four slides to each 
measure instead of two. 
5-8: Repeat, sliding to the right (repetition of B). 
1 Elizabeth Burchenal, Folk Dances and Singing Games. New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1933, P• 21-.---
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SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING OF DANCE OF SCANDINAVIA 
(The first number enclosed in parentheses and following each dance refers 
to the bibliographical entry. The second number is the page reference.) 
Denmark: 
Finland: 
Norway: 
Sweden: 
Danish Schottische (39. p.47) 
Danish Minuet (39, p.52) 
Danish Masquerade (39, p.57) 
Danish Varsovienne (39, p.60) 
Two Things (14. p.26) 
Eight Men's Dance (14, p.28) 
Four Dance (14, p.33) 
The Sonderho Dance (14, p.36) 
Radiko (39, p.65) 
Kerenski (39, p.67) 
Kynkkaliepakko (39• p.69) 
Taneli (10, p.24) 
Saw Quadrille {10, p.27) 
English Dance from Kokar (10, p.33) 
The Seal's Jump (10, p.36) 
Norwegian Varsovienne {39. p.72) 
Rugen (39, p.73) 
Ril (39, p.76) 
Tantoli (39, p.75) 
Feiar (39, p.78) 
Little Four Dance (39, p.81) 
Reinlander (36, p.58) 
Aattetur (18, p.21) 
Bendik and Aarolija {18, :t>•25) 
Seierstad Hopsa (18, p.31) 
Spring Pols (18, p.63) 
Oxendans (34, p.98) 
First of May (34, p.l8) 
Fjallnaspolska (34, p.55) 
Kull-Dansen (34, p.55) 
Ma's Little Pig (34. p.22) 
Merry-Go-Round (34, p.20) 
Mountain Polka (34• p.38) 
Reap the Flax (34, p.30) 
Tailor's Dance (34, p.l4) 
washing the Clothes (34, p.lo) 
Rambo (39, p.l05) 
Swedish Varsovienne (39, p.92) 
Swedish Schottische (39, p.93) 
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SWITZERLA!-JD AND GERMANY 
Geographical Background 
Tiny Svritzerland is cradled in the midst of the Alps~ surrounded 
on all sides by other European countries. Italy lies to the south, 
Germany to the north and northeast, Austria to the east~ and France 
to the west and northwest. The area of S;vitzerland is 15,950 square 
miles~ slightly larger than the combined areas of Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, and Rhode Island. 
Switzerland boasts .one of the most spectacular landscapes of any 
country in the world. The beauty of her snow-covered mountain peaks, 
clear, still lakes, dense forests, and glaciers have made her famous 
as a country with exquisite scenery. The climate of ~titzerland 
varies with the diverse types of topography characterizing different 
sections of this country. In some of the higher regions, winter con-
tinues a whole year while in the lower valleys, the seasons of spring, 
summer, fall, and vnnter rotate proportionately. The annual rain-
fall varies in different localities but is adequate ' in all sections 
of the country. 
Because a large portion of Switzerland is mountainous~ relatively 
few agricultural products are grown in t his country. Cereal grains, 
potatoes~ beets~ and grapevines, however~ are cultivated in suffi-
cient quantities for home consumption. The chief' agricultural indus-
try is dairying. Cattle and sheep graze in the excellent pasture 
lands on the slopes of . the mountains in sunnner and are brought down 
into the lower valleys during the vnnter season. The country is 
famous for its superior cheeses and butter. 
The production of f ine textiles is the chief manufacturing indus-
try of Switzerland. This small country is famous for its cottons, 
silks~ and laces as well as for its linens, woolens and embroideries. 
Another industry for which Switzerland is well known is the manu-
facture of fine clocks and watches which constitute the third greatest 
export of the country. One of the outstanding folk arts of Svdtzer-
land is exquisite woodcarving resulting in the production of singu-
larly life-like figures which are facsimiles of peasant folk asso-
cie_ted with this country of rich folklore. In the final analysis~ 
however~ perhaps the most important industry in Switzerland is that 
of entertaining thousands of annus,l visitors from all over the world 
in her numerous resorts at various seasons of each year. 
With the defeat of Germany by the allied countries as a culmina-
tion of World War II in 1945, the original area of 137~674 square 
miles--slightly smaller in size than the state of Montana--was 
divided into four sections, each of which was allocated to the 
supervision of occupational forces representative of the United 
States in the southern area, England in the northwestern, France 
in t he southwestern, and Russia in the northeastern; joint head-
quarters for t he four separate powers were established in Berlin. 
The ultimate boundaries of Germany as a nation, follovdng this period 
of reconstruction, must await future developments in the history of 
t he world. The present occupied area is bounded on the south by 
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Switzerland and Austria, on the east by Czechoslovakia and Poland. 
on the north by Denmark and the North and Baltic Seas, and on the 
west by the Netherlands, Belgium~ Luxembourg, and France. 
North of Switzerland are the Bavarian Alps of Southern Germany. 
From these mountains, the topography of Ger.many slopes gradually to 
a highland section in Central Germany and on down to the lowland 
regions of Northern Germany along the coast of the North Sea. There 
are several important rivers--the Rhine, the weser, the Elbe, and 
the Danube, emptying into the North Sea and the Black Sea, and the 
Oder which flows into the Baltic Sea. All are navigable for a part 
of their respective courses and are significant for their historical, 
economic, and aesthetic associations. The climate in the highland 
region of Germany is likely to be pleasant in summer but quite severe 
in winter; however, those living in the river valleys enjoy a mild, 
.pleasant climate throughout the year. Rainfall in Germany is ade-
quate for extensive agriculture to be carried on during all seasons 
of the year. 
Germany is both an agricultural and industrial country. The rich 
river beds provide fertile soils for raising crops of grain, fruits, 
and nuts as well as pasture lands. The chief crops of Germany are 
wheat, rye, oats, barley, potatoes, sugar beets~ vegetables, fruits--
especially apples, cherries, peaches, apricots, plums, and pears--
nuts, hops--used extensively throughout the country for brewing beer 
for which Ger.many is famous--grapevines, tobacco, flax, and hemp. 
Extensive forest regions cover Ger.many, especially in the mountainous 
section of the south. Mineral deposits include large stores of coal 
and iron with gold, silver, lead~ zinc, and copper mined extensively 
in various sections of the country. 
Germany's industries are primarily concerned with the conversion 
of her raw materials into finished products. There are large iron 
and steel industries in various parts of the country. Textiles--
linen, cotton, woolen, and silk fabrics--are manufactured for home 
consumption and for export purposes. Porcelain, pottery~ and glass 
are produced in East and South Germany and fine clocks and wood-
work in the southern part of the country. In the nophern part c:£ 
Germany, large quantities of beet sugar are refined. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of European Countries. New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 
~. pp.33-"'34. 
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SWITZERLAND AND GERMANY 
Sociological Background 
Since 1874 Switzerland has been a federated republic composed of 
twenty-two cantons. The country is governed by the Federal Assem-
bly which is made up of two chambers--the Council of States with 
two representatives from each state, and the National Council with 
one hundred and eighty-seven members. Members of the Federal Assem-
bly are elected every four years by the vote of all men over twenty 
years of age. Every four years, the Federal Assembly elects seven 
men to make up the Federal Council. Each member of the Council is 
responsible for one of the seven Federal administrative departments. 
Each year, the Federal Assembly elects one of the seven members of 
the Council to. serve as President of the Confederation and one mem-
ber to serve as Vice-President of the Federal Council. 
Switzerland has operated as a democracy longer than any other 
country in Europe. The Svdss always have taken a fierce pride in 
the perpetuation of their form of government. They place their 
faith in the democratic state rather than in individual statesmen. 
The official languages of Switzerland are German, French, Italian, 
and Rhaeto-Roman, or Romanish, which has been recognized recently as 
an official language. Rhaeto-Roman is an independent Neo-Latin lan-
guage which is spoken at present by the inhabitants of the mountain 
regions of the upper Rhine, largely in the canton of Grisons. It 
has been a literary language for about a century. 
The most recent census indicates that the Protestant Faith, 
which is Calvinistic in doctrine and Presbyterian in form, pre-
dominates in twelve of the cantons with a total of 2,230,303 mem-
bers and the Roman Catholic Faith claims the majority in ten can-
tons with 1,666,350 pledged to this Faith. There were, at the 
time of the census, 17,973 Jews in Switzerland. 
Intellectually, Switzerland has contributed far more than might 
be expected from a country of her size. Protestant religious lea-
ders like John Calvin and Huldreich Zwingli influenced millions of 
men throughout Europe and America. The educational ideas of Rous-
seau and the modern practices of Pestalozzi were instrumental in 
reshaping· educational methods all over the world. 
German policy following the assassination of Archduke F'rancis 
Ferdinand in 1914 was based upon the fact that Austria-Hungary was 
her one ally in Europe and must be protected even to the point of 
war with France and Russia. World War I followed and Germany was · 
defeated in 1918. Two days before the ar.mistioe was signed, the 
German Empire fell and was replaced by the German Republic with 
Friedrich Ebert as its first president. 
For fifteen years following the armistice, Germany existed pre-
cariously as a Federal Republic. In 1933, Adolf Hitler, leader of 
the powerful National Socialist Party, was accepted by President 
Von Hindenburg as chancellor of Germany. 1fuen President Von Hin-
denburg died in 1934, Hitler seized control of the entire govern-
ment and decreed himself both President and Chancellor of Germany 
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and established a centralized totalitarian state. Ignoring the 
provision of the Treaty of Versailles, Hitler rearmed Germany and• 
. in 1939~ he began a campaign of aggression in Central Europe which 
precipitated World War II. Germany fought with Italy~ Japan~ and 
lesser satellites against En~land, France, Russia, and the United 
States. In 1945~ she surrendered unconditionally to the Allied 
Powers and, at present, her territory is still divided and under 
military occupation and government by England, France, the United 
States and Russia. 
According to a census of 1939, the population of Ger.many was 
69,459,625 citizens. The most recent religious census lists app.rox-
imately sixty-two per cent of the German people as Protestant~ most 
of whom are Lutherans, and thirty-two per cent as Roman Catholic. 
Four per cent are members of other religious sects and seven-tenths 
per cent are Jews. 
Germans who are recognized and appreciated throughout the world 
for their cultural contributions in various fields include Kant, 
Sehopenhauer, and Nietzohe in philosophy; Heine, Goethe~ Schiller, 
and Mann in literature; Durer and Holbein in art; Beethoven and 
Brahms, Bach, Handel, Schumann, Mendelssohf, and Wagner in music; 
and Kich~ Ehrlich, and Rontgen in science. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of European Countries. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 
~~ PP• 3~9. 
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SWITZERLAND AND GERMANY 
Folk Dances and Music 
The dances of both countries are similar in formations, steps, 
and type of movaments. The waltz, the polka, and the schottische are 
the most popular. The accompaniment is sometimes hearty and gay or 
sometimes light and tinkling. Johann Strauss was inspired by these 
peasant waltzes to write some beautiful and haunting melodies. 
Early instruments were pipe and drums, then more were added with 
strict rules as to how many might play for different occasions. · 
Later composers wrote special dance suites and constantly used dance 
forms for art music. By the nineteenth century most German villages 
had a small band• two brass instrumental one woodwind and three 
stringed instruments. A violin was often supported by double bass 
and clarinet; a combination of violin and trumpet was liked, with 
occasional use of triangle and glockenspiel. The accordion is heard 
everywhere now; the dudelsack or bagpipe seems t~ have perished and 
was last heard at t~e beginning of this century. 
1 Agnes Fyfe, ])e..noes of Germany. New York: Chanticleer Press, 
1951, PP• 16-17. 
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SVIT TZERLAND AND GERMANY 
Folk Costumes 
The folk costumes worn by the people of Switzerland and Germany 
are picturesque and gay. 
The women wear white blouses with puffed sleeves to the elbow. 
over the blouse is a bodice laced with ribbons. A full and colorful 
skirt is worn under a lovely apron. The Swiss women wear silver chains, 
rosettes, and various kinds of jewelry to decorate the bodice. The hats 
vary from large, flat straws decorated with ribbons to small, black, vel-
vet caps, with a ruffle of white, starched lace. Colored ribbons are 
sometimes entwined through their hair. 
Knee-length, varicolored trousers are worn by the men. An 
embroidered shirt worn under a heavy jwnper or jacket and white woolen 
stockings with black boots or slippers are worn. The Bavarian men 
wear short, leather breeches, embroidered suspenders, heavy shoes, 
ribbed woolen socks, and a cap with a feather or flower. 
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SWITZER.I..AJ.T)) AND GERMANY 
Folk Festivals 
EASTER--Known as Ostern, Easter is celebrated with morning church ser-
vices, Easter music, and Easter egg hunts. 
EVE OF ST. NICHOLAS--On December 6 St. Nicholas visits the children to 
determine if they have behaved well all year. He promises to visit 
them on Christmas Eve if they have behaved well and if they can recite 
.a jingle. 
CHRISTMAS EVE--The Christ Child is thought to bring toys and sweets to 
the children. The animals are said to have the power of speech on this 
night • . Caroling, Christmas trees, and gift exchanges are carried on. 
~N YEAR'S DAY--In Switzerland dramatic productions are staged; in 
Germany the people live this day as they would like all the days of 
the ensuing year to be lived. 
SHEPHERD S~Y--The second Sunday in September celebrates the return 
of the herders and their flocks from the pastures. 
SHOOTING FESTIVAL--In October a shooting competition takes place. 
MIDSUMMER FEAST, or BERGKULBI--The families of the herders climb up 
to the pasturelands and sing, yodel, dance, play games, and enjoy simple 
food. 
I NDEPENDENCE DAY--August 1 commemorates that date in 1291 when the Swiss 
Confederation came into being. Parades, fireworks, bonfires, singing, 
and feasting mark the day. 
LEONARD'S RIDE--St. Leonard is the patron saint of ce.ttle. Held on a 
Sunday near November 6, this day is celebrated by decorating wagons and 
attending church. All the cattle are brought down from the pasturelands 
by this time. 
S~-~ SOLSTICE--This June 23 evening commemorates the longest day of 
·t he year. Marching, dancing, and singing around a fire mark the day. 
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DANCE INSTRUCTIONS AND MUSIC OF SWITZERLAND AND GERMANY 
Switzerland: 
Germany a 
Swiss May Revel 
Swiss Polka 
Come. Let Us Be Joyful 
German Clap Danoe 
German Hopping Danoe 
Seven Steps 
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SV'JISS MAY REVELl 
Dance Formation 
Double circle facing clockwise, inside hands joined. 
· 1. Beginning with L foot, run· forward six steps, face partner, and bow. 
2. Repeat in opposite direction. 
3. Join R hands, L hands on hips, change pl aces with partner with three 
running steps, beginning 1. Hold and bow. Join L hands and repeat 
returning to place. 
4. With four running steps, R hands joined, turn once around partner 
to R, then keeping same hands joined, with five running steps, the 
outside girl turns to her right under the arm of the inside girl 
and advances to new partner who is on the inside of the next couple 
ahead. 
Repeat. 
1 A. F. Westphal, Physical Training. Michigan: Department of 
Public Instruction, 1932, P• 122. 
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SWISS POLKA1 
Words 
1. From Lucerne to Weggis on, Ho1diri dia, holdiria, 
Care and labor now are gone, Holdiri dia, holdiria. 
2. O'er the mountain trail we'll go, Holdiri dia, holdiria, 
Lovely deep ravines below, Holdiri dia, holdiria. 
3. Weggis leads to the highest hill, Holdiri dia, ho1diria, 
Give a cheer, boys, >nth a will, Holdiri dia, holdia. 
Holdiri dia, holdiri dia, holdiria, 
Holdiri dia, holdiri dia, holdia. 
Dance Formation 
1. Move forward with a heel and toe polka, starting with outside foot 
as follows: Touch outside heel forward, touch toe back, step on 
outside foot, close inside foot to heel of outside foot, step again 
on outside foot, repeat starting with the inside foot. 
Repeat all. 
z. Partners join outstretched hands, with man's left and lady's right 
hand toward center of large circle. Heel, toe polka toward center 
(Man starts with left foot). Repeat all. 
3. Moving in line of direction with three step-turns, starting with 
outside foot. (Man starts with left.) Face partners. Lady curt-
seys. Man bows. Repeat in opposite direction. Repeat all. 
Chorus after each verse: 
Start with outside foot, two slides away from partner, thus: 
Step, close, step, close, to words, 11Holdi. 11 Repeat same toward 
partner, 11 ri da. 11 Partners face, man places his hands on lady's 
hips, lady places hers on man's shoulders. Turn once with four 
step-hops to words, "Holdiri dia, holdiria," man stepping on left 
foot, l ady on right to start the step-hops. Repeat slides and 
step, hop, turn. 
1 Ethel Bowers, Musical Mixers. New York: National Recreation 
Association, 1946, P• 38. 
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Dance Formation 
Come, let us be joyful, 
YVhile life is bright and 
Gather its roses 
Ere they fade away. 
gav· ~ J 
We're always making our lives so blue, 
We look for thorns, and find them too, 
And leave the violets quite unseen 
That on our way do grow. 
Circle formation. Sets of six-three opposite three. Each three con-
sists of a man in the middle with a girl on each side of him, whose 
inside hand he holds. 
Measures l-2: Two lines advance toward each other with three walking 
steps, ending with a bow by the man and a courtesy by 
the lady. 
Measures 3-4: The lines then 1valk backward to place, bringing the 
feet together on the fourth count. 
Measures 5-8: Advance and retire again. 
Measures 9-16: Hopsa step is used throughout or four walking steps 
may be substituted for the hopsa (step on the right 
foot, hop; step on left foot and hop). Each man 
hooks right elbow with the girl on his right and turns 
her with two hopsa steps. Releasing her, he hooks 
left elbow with the girl on his left and swings her in 
the same manner. (v1hile he swings one girl, the other 
performs the hopsa in place and is ready to hook the 
elbow with the man as soon as he advances.) 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen, Physice.l Educ ation for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1932, P• 336. ---
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Words 
GERMAN CLAP DANCE1 
Now with your hands go clap, clap, clap, 
Now with your feet go tap, tap, tap, 
Then have a care, my partner there, 
Or in our fun you'll have no share. 
Dance Formation 
Form a circle of couples, boys' right and girls' left hands are joined, 
height of shoulders. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measure 
Measure 
Measure 
Me e. sure 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measure 
Measure 
1 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
March forward four steps. 
March forward four steps, clapping hands on first, 
second, and third beats. 
March forward four steps. 
Face each other and stamp-left, right, left-on first, 
second, and third beats. 
Cross point step forward right, and raise right fore-
arm, placing back of left hand under right elbow. 
Shake right forefinger on first, second, and third 
beats. 
6: Change position and shake left forefinger onfirst, 
second and third beats. 
7: Join right hands and form arch. Complete turn left 
under arch. 
8: Stamp-left, right, left-on first, second, and third 
beats. 
1-6: (repeated). Repee.t as above. 
7: (repeated). Clap both hands on thighs on one. Clap 
hands on two. Clap partner's hands twice on t hr.ee 
and four. 
8: (repeated). Stamp-left, right, left-with shaking of 
head on first, second, and third beats. 
c. Ward Crampton, M. D., The Folk Dance Book. New York: A. s. 
Barnes and Company, 1920, P• 45. 
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GERMAN HOPPING DANCE1 
Dance Formation 
Single circle, partners facing each other, inside hands joined and held 
high, outside hands on hips, when moving outward. Reverse when moving 
inward. 
Measures 1-8: · Glide outward four times. Glide inside four times. 
Repeat. 
Me asures 1-8: (repeated). Glide outward four times. Hop in pl ace 
four times. Glide inward four times. Hop in place 
four times, making complete turn away from partners. 
Finish in circle facing centre , all hands joined. 
Measures 9-12: Run sideways right, eight steps, crossing left in 
front of right. Repeat moving left, starting with 
left foot. 
Measures 13-16: Glide forward towards centre of circle four times. 
Glide backward four times. 
Measures 9-12: (repeated). Partners f acing each other, glide out-
ward four times. Hop in place four times. 
Measures 13-16: (repeated). Glide inward four times. Hop in pl ace 
four times, making complete turn away from partners. 
Finish in circle facing centre. 
1 c. Ward Crampton, M. D., The Folk Dance Book. New York: A. s. 
Barnes and Company, 1920, P• 21. -----
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Words 
SEVEliJ" STEPS1 
One~ two~ three~ four, five, six, seven~ 
Where is then my s·weetheart gone? 
Is not here, is not there, 
Must be in America. 
Is not here~ is not there, 
Must be in America. 
Dance Formation 
Any number of couples in a double circle f acing counterclockwise, Man 
on L of partner~ inside hands joined at shoulder level, outside hands 
on hips, fingers to the front. 
Measures 1-2: Partners dance forward (Man beginning L~ Woman R) with 
7 running steps~ hold. 
Measures 3-4: Repeat~ dancing backward to original pl aces in circle, 
(Man beginning R, Woman L). 
Me asure 5: Releasing inside hands snd pl acing both hands on hips~ 
partners separate and dance away from each other (Man 
to L, beginning L~ Woman to R, beginning R) with 3 
running steps~ hold. 
Measure 6: Repe at, returning to partner at original position in 
circle (Man beginning R, Woman L). 
Measure s 7-8: In shoulder-waist position or wit h both hands joined 
(Woman's R in Man's L and vice versa); couples make 
one clockwise turn in place with 8 running steps. 
Me asures 9-12: Repee.t all of dance, finishing side by side in original 
starting positions. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of European Countries. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 
1948, P• 57. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING OF DANCES OF SWITZERLAND AND GERMNAY 
(The first number enclosed in parentheses and following each dance refers 
to the bibliographical entry. The second number is the page reference.) 
Switzerland: 
Germany: 
Swiss Schottische (37, p.45) 
Lauterbach (37~ p.47) 
Swiss Walking Song (37, p.51) 
Foot Swinging Dance (37, p.64) 
Stupid One Turnin~ Quickly (37, p.59) 
The New Bavarian (37~ p.65) 
The Straw Cutter (37, p.67) 
Kegel Quadrille (7, p.23) 
Schwalm (7, p.28) 
Black Forest Peasant Dance (7, p.33) 
With the Coach (7, pe36) 
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RUSSIA AND CENTRAL EUROPE 
Geographical Background 
Russia--The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics represent's the 
largest country in the world. The extent of its territory, a 
total of 8,433,000 square miles, covers one-sixth of the land sur-
face of the world and is approximately equal to that of the entire 
continent of North America. The U.s.s.R. is bounded on the west 
by Rumania, Hungary, Poland, the Baltic Sea, and Finland; on the 
north by the Arctic Oceen; on the east by the Pacific Ocean; and 
on the south by the Black and Caspian Seas and the Asie.tic countries 
of Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, China, Mongolia, and Manchuria. 
Geographically, the country may be divided into European Russia 
and Asiatic Russia. The Russia of Europe consists of plains which 
slope gradually to the seas surrounding the country with the highest 
sections in the hilly areas about Moscow and Leningrad. The Ural 
Iv1ountains separate European Russia f rom Asiatic Russia. The rich 
plains and forest areas of the steppes lie on th.e far side of the 
mountainous regions. The farthermost north or tundra region remains 
frozen during the greater portion of each year; the meager grasses 
which grow there, however, may be used for pasturage during the · 
summer months. The chief rivers of Russi a are the Volga, the largest 
river on the European continent, and the Dnieper. The colorful and 
historic Volga is navigable for almost all of its 2, 200 miles of 
length and flows south into the Caspian Sea . The Dnieper River in 
Western Russia flows into the Black Sea. 
Russia is a country vnth fabulous resources including rich 
deposits of all types of minerals and metals and vast areas of tim-
ber land. Until the Revolution, farmers worked the land with hand 
tools ~nd managed, by dint of long hours of labor, to raise only 
enough food for their fe~ilies. Now that machinery and cooperative 
enterprise have been initiated into Russia., those that work on the 
land are able to produce food in much larger quantities than pre-
viously. Russia ranks first in the production of wheat amongthe 
nations of Europe. At present only about one-eighth of Russia's 
vast expanse of land is under cultivation. 
The grow·ing manufacturing industry of Russia. produces cotton and 
woolen fabrics, woodwork articles, motor tires, good leather articles, 
and rivals the French in the making of fine soaps, perfumes and eau 
de colognes. 
Czechoslovakia--The Republic of Czechoslovakia. is a narrow strip 
of land in Central Europe constituting an area. of 49,373 square 
miles, slightly larger than that of the state of Louisiana. Czech-
oslovakia. is bounded on the south by Austria and Hungary, on the 
west and north by Germany, on the north by Poland, and on the east 
by Russia. 
The Ca.rpa.thi8.1IIl. M:oun.tains range along the Polish border in the 
northern section of the country. From these mountains, the land 
slopes down to the south and into the Hungarian plains. The wes-
tern section of Czechoslovakia forms t?ro large lowland basins 
surrounded by mountains which rise into the Sudeten ranges in the 
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western and southwestern parts of the country. The Danube River 
separ ates Czechoslovakia from Hungary for a part of its course 
through Southern Europe. 
The climate on the plains and in t he mountains of Czechoslova-
kia is typical of that of Continental Europe--hot during the sum-
mer and very cold during the winter except in the western lowlands 
·area where it is milder throughout t he year. Rainfall is heaviest 
in the mountainous region but adequat e t hroughout the country. 
The fertile, ar a.ble lands of Czechoslova.lda provide occupation 
for about one-third of the population in the cultivation of ce reals 
--especially oats, barley, rye, wheat , and corn--sugar beets, pota-
toes, hop s, and fruit orchards. Cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, and 
horses are raised in abundance. The republic is fortunate in its 
extensive and fine for ests of maple, a sh , oak, walnut, and cherry 
tress which cover app roximately one-third of the surface of t he 
l and. 
Mineral deposits are rich, especially in coal, iron, petroleum, 
antimony, graphite, gold, silver, copper, lead, and rock salts. 
Manufacturing in Czechoslovakia is centered about textile mills 
--in which cotton, linen, and woolen f abrics are ·woven--glass work s, 
paper mills, furniture factories, and the making of numerous small 
manufactured articles including those c arved from wood. 
Hungary--The Republic of Hungary, situated in Southern Europe, 
comprises an area of 61, 891 square miles, sli ghtly l ar ger than 
t hat of Georgia, one of the United St ates of America. Hungary is 
bounded on t he south by Yugoslavia, on the east by Rumania and Rus-
sia , on t he north by Czechoslovakia , and on t he we st by Austria. 
The top ography of Hungar y represents a great plains re gion which 
~ueep s down from the hi ghlands of Austria on the west t o t he val l eys 
surrounding the Danube River and t he Tisza, its tributary, and upward 
to the Carpathian Mountains in t he eastern and northea st ern sections 
of t he country. The climate in Hungary is typical of that of Central 
Europe vdth mild, sometimes hot, summers and bitterly cold winters. 
The annual precipitation provides enough moisture for agricultural 
need s with t he greater portion of t he r ainfall occurring during the 
summer months. 
Hungary is primarily an agricultural country; its chief crop s are 
wheat and other gre.in cereals, potatoes, sugar beets and i mportant 
vineyar ds, especially around Tokay in Northeast Hungary. The excel-
lent, natural gr a sslands of t he Hungarian plains have given r~se to 
an extensive ranching industry. Some of t he f inest horses, cat tle, 
and sheep of Europe are bred on these pl ains. Hungary ha s one of 
t he l ar gest bauxite deposits in t he world. 
Yugoslavia--The Republic of Yugoslavia constitutes an ~rea of 
96,000 square miles, sli ghtly smaller than the state of Oregon. 
Yugoslavia is bounded on t he southwest by t he Adr i atic Sea, on the 
sout h by Greece and Albania, on t he east by Bul garia and Rumania, 
on t he north by Austria and Hungary, and on t he west by I taly. 
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The topography of the country is primarily mountainous in nature. A 
portion of the Alpine system of Europe, the Julian and Dinaric Alps, 
ranges along the Adriatic coast. The eastern section of the coun-
try is covered by a part of the Carpathian system of mountains. 
Between these eastern and western mountainous sections are the rich 
plains, river valleys, and uplands regions whioh extend diagonally 
across the country. The Danube and the Tisza Rivers flow through 
Yugoslavia, as well as a number of lesser rivers. There are beau-
tiful lakes, mineral springs, and resort areas in the mountains and 
along the coast which attract a sizeable tourist trade during var-
ious seasons of the year. The climate of Yugoslavia is typical of 
that prevalent on the continent of Europe; the winters are cold and 
the summers~ especially in the plains regions~ are hot. 
The leading industry of this country is agriculture which is 
carried on by individual farmers with relatively small sections 
of land. The chief crops, raised primarily in the plains areas, 
e.re cereals--wheat, oats, barley, and corn--vegetables~ orchards 
of the various fruits which thrive in a temperate climate, grape-
vines, suge.r beets, flax, and tobacco. Pigs are raised in l arger 
numbers than any other livestock although many cattle, horses, and 
sheep are bred also. The leading mineral deposits in Yugoslavia 
include coal, iron, copper, gold, and lead. The industries ranking 
next to that of agriculture in importance are flour milling, lumber-
ing, weaving, brewing and distilling, and fishing in the Adriatic 
Sea.l 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of European Countries. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 
~~ PP• 85=rr5. 
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RUSSIA A}TD CENTRAL EUROPE 
Sociological Background 
Russia--The people of Russia are divided geographically and 
politically into sixteen soviet socialist republics. These republics 
are: the Russian Socia.list Federated Soviet Republic which includes 
most of European Rus sia and all of Siberia; the seven republics 
which border on the rest of Europe--Karelia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithu-
ania, White Russia, the Ukraine and Moldavia; the three republics 
of the Caucasus region--Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan; and the 
five republics in Central Asia--Turkoman, Uzbek, Tadjik, Kirghiz, 
and Kazak. 
The people of the U.s.s.R. may be divided roughly into five 
groups. The majority of the Russians--1531 000,000 in number, which 
is approximately three-fourths of the total population of thi s 
nation--are of Slavic heritage and include the "Great Russians 11 who 
have Moscow as their central city and the Ukrainians, or "Little 
Russians, 11 and the White Russians who are centered about the city 
of Kiev. These Slavic groups adhere primarily to the Greek ortho-
dox Faith. The group next in size is the Turco-Tarta.rs who number 
approximately 21,000,000 and live in the areas of Crimea, Kazan, 
Azerbaijan, Uzbek, and Kazak. The peopl e in these republics are 
characterized by their dark skins and sl .nting eyes. They are pre-
dominantly Mohammedan in religion. The Japhetic people number 
about 71 000,000 and follow a variety of religious beliefs. They 
include the Armenians, the Cherkessians, the .Khevsurs, and the 
Georgians. These people have olive skins. Stalin, a Georgiru~, is 
probably the most distinguished native son of that pe.rticular repub-
lic. The Finno-Ugrians, approximately 5,000,000 in number, live in 
the republics of Estonia and Karelia. There are approximately 21 000, 
000 Jews in the U.S.S.R. (1947) 
Throughout Russia's history, and especially during the reigns 
of the last czars, there was qontinuous conflict between the mixed 
racial groups of the country. The animosities were the result of 
the exploitation ·and oppression of the weaker peoples by three power-
ful ruling groups of Russia--the nobility, the military, and the 
clergy. This history of oppression is credited by some as the cause 
of the melancholy quality and minor mode of many Russian folk songs. 
The 1936 Constitution of Russia declared hatred or persecution of 
any minority groups in that country a crime against the Russian 
state and one punishable by law. From the start the Communists 
have been largely anti-church because of the close tie-up between 
the Greek orthodox Church and the czarist regimes. 
Russia is a land with great potential wealth. The social and 
industrial revolutions in this country took place later than those 
in most of the other nations of Europe so that Russia actually has 
not begun to measure the extent of her resources. Because of the 
tremendous size of the country and the masses of her peoples, the 
task of utilizing the raw materials of Russia so that they serve 
the people and contribute to the advancement of a nation in which 
the standard of living is optimum and in which everyone has an 
adequate livelihood is a gigantic one. The Communist Party has 
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chosen to accomplish this task through a highly organized and 
closely supervised system of control of the nation's key posi-
tions of authority in industry and in government by highly trained 
party members. The objectives of the party and the procedures 
for reaching these ends are not always understandable to those 
who live outside of Russia. Russia has enriched culture by the 
contributions of Tolstoy~ Chekhov, and Dostoyevsky in literature; 
and of Tschaikowsky~ Rachmaninoff, Shostakovitch~ Rimsky- Korsakoff , 
and Stravinsky in music. Mo dern psychology~ for a time~ drew much 
from the work of Ivan Pavlov. 
Czechoslovakia--As early as the sixth century~ the Slavic people 
known as Czechs were settled in Bohemia. The Czechs, always main-
taining a vital spirit of nationality, developed Bohemia into a 
strong European power. With the beginning of World War I, the sym-
pathy of the Czechs lay chiefly with the Allies but their geogra-
phic position made anything but assistance to the Germanic powers 
impossible. During the course of the war, thousands of the Czechs 
deserted or surrendered in large groups to the Allies. In 1917, 
an independent Czech army was established in France. This wvas known 
as the National Czechoslovak Council. 
At the close of World War I~ the Republic of Czechoslovakia was 
creat ed by combining the adjacent states of Bohemia, Moravia and 
Silesia, Slovakia~ and Carpathian Ruthenia. The country was occu-
pied by the Nazis in 1939. With the defeat of Germany in 1945, 
Czechoslovakia was restored to her pre-war status with the excep-
tion of Ruthenia which was ceded to the Soviet Union. Shortly 
after the beginning of 1948 the influence of Communism, which had 
begun to pervade the country, was instrumental in the formation of 
a Communist Government and the dissolution of opposing parties. 
The present population of Czechoslovakia is estimated at 14,000, 
000 people of whom only about two-thirds are Czechs or Slovaks; the 
minority group is composed of Germans, Magyars, Ruthenians, Jews 
and Poles. The predominant religion is the Roman Catholic Faith. 
Czechoslovakia's famous men include John Huss, the religious reformer, 
John Amos Comenius, one of the founders of modern education, Karol 
Capek, novelist and playwright, and Friedrich Smetana and Antonin 
Dvorak, composers. 
Hungary--The Hungarians, who are correctly referred to as Mag-
yars, conquered the Slavic tribes and settled near the basin of 
the Middle Danube on the great plain southwest of the Carpathian 
Mountains. Christianity was accepted during the tenth century 
and Western culture was rapidly assimilated. 
on June 24~ 1914, the assassination of Archduke Francis Ferdinand, 
heir to the tlrrone of Austria-Hungary~ by a Serbian student preci -
pitated World War I. At the close of the war~ the dual monarchy 
was dissolved. Some of the lands held by the two countries were 
given to other nations as war gains and some sections were absorbed 
in the formation of new republics. Hungary~ therefore~ became a 
much smaller nation than it was prior to the war. 
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In World War II~ Hungary fought on the side of the Nazis of Ger-
many. Early in 1945, however~ she negotiated with the Allies for 
a separate peace and surrendered unconditionally on January 20, 
1945. By the end of that year~ Hungary had elected a new parliament 
and was recognized once more as an independent nation. 
The population of Hungary, which totals approximately 9,106,252 
people, is composed largely of Magyars. The Magyars are of Finno-
Ugrian stock; ,coming originally from Asia, and are~ therefore, of 
the Mongolian family of . races. Approximately two-thirds of the 
people of Hungary are members of the Roman Catholic Church; the 
rest~ With the exception of a few Jews, adhere to some Protestant 
faith. Hungarians exhibit skill in weaving~ lace-making, cer~cs, 
wood-carving, and leather work. Hungarian cultural leaders of 
world fame include Ferenc Molnar, playwright, and Dohnanyi and 
Kodaly~ composers. 
Yugoslavia--Vfuen World War II began in Europe in 1939, Yugoslavia 
succeeded in maintaining her neutrality but was unable to escape the 
tension which pervaded the entire Balkan area of the continent. In 
March, 1941, a pact was signed with Germany making Yugoslavia an 
Axis partner. This new freedom did not last long~ however, and by 
April 19, the country had been completely conquered by Germany and 
vnls occupied by Italian troops with an Italian duke as its new king. 
With the defeat of the Axis Powers in 1945, Yugoslavia became a 
republic. 
The population of Yugoslavia, according to a recent census report, 
comprises 151 920,000 individuals. Approximately forty-nine per cent 
of the people are members of the Serbian Orthodox Chtirch, thirty-
seven per cent are Roman Catholics, eleven per cent are Moslems, and 
a very small number profess each of the Jewish~ Greek Orthodox and 
Protestant Faiths. The great physicists, Michael Pupin and Nikola 
Tesla, were of Yugoslav origin, as is Louis Adamic, t ne well-known 
American writer.l 
1 Anne Schley Duggen, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of European Countries. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 
1]4g, PP• 85~2e 
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RUSSIA AND CENTRAL EUROPE 
Folk Dances and MUsic 
Some of the dances of .Russia and Central Europe are based upon 
the various occupations of the people. Either they pantomime the 
activities performed by individuals, or they suggest the type of per-
sonality which characterizes the individual who follows a certain 
trade. 
Many of the dances are spectacular in that they enable the per-
former to demonstrate skill in intricate movements of the feet, in 
brilliant leaps or jumps, or in daring feats as in a dance with swords. 
One of the steps which we usually associate with Russia is the "squat-
fling" step. The "Csardas" is the most popular dance of Hungary; the 
"Handkerchief Dance," a great favorite of Moravia; the "Kolo, tt the 
choice of Serbia; and favorites of them all are the round dances known 
as mazurka, polka, and redowa. 
The music most popular amongst Hungarians and best known to 
foreigners is the string orchestra of gypsy musicians. The first 
record of these wandering players in Hungary comes to us from 1489, 
and gradually their name, Cigany, became identified with their pro-
fession, so that in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries they 
were considered the exclusive e~ecutants of Hungarian folk music. 
However, they interpreted it in their own way and have been respon-
sible for a deep change in the soul of the country's inherited 
music and dance tradition. The Hungarian composers Bela Bartok 
and Zoltan Kodaly, searching for the true Magyar inheritance and 
its developments--largely pentatonic--have had to rediscover them 1 by separating them from the all-pervading gypsy-influenced overlay. 
Stringed instruments and percussion instruments are used to 
accompany. The Russian gudok is a three-stringed instrument with a 
pear-shaped body and with a string bow. The domra of Russia is like 
a guitar and is played in the same manner. The balalaika, triangular 
in shape, is a development pf the domra. 
1 George Buday, Dances of Hungary. New York: Chanticleer Press, 
1950, PP• 13-14. 
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The wind instruments are these: Hungarian tarogato_ a flute-
like instrument with a melancholy tone; Russian dudka, a vertical flute; 
Russian zhaleika- a double-reed instrument with a single mouth-piece; 
Russian rog, a hunting horn. The instrument that resembles a bagpipe 
is the Russian volynka and the Hungarian duda. 
Percussion instruments include drums, the Russian buben, which 
is like a tambourine, and the cimbalom, an Hungarian stringed instrument 
played with padded hammers. 
Certain towns in Serbia own a whole popular orchestra_ calgije, 
but true folk instruments are slowly disappearing and the violin, 
accordion and brass are creeping in. Women (more often than men) 
like to dance to song accompaniments and sometimes without any 
music at all, accomp.anied only by the sound of their feet and the 
jingling of the gold coins with which they are adorned. In the 
greater part of the country the dancing follows the music, but in 
some sections the music follows the dancing. Sometimes the length 
of ·melodic and dance phrase does not coincide; they overlap each 
other, synchronising ~d again diverging. This practice is very 
effective and by no means .disturbs the dance steps, as the dancers 
continue their rhythm during the odd bars until the melody is 
caught up again.l 
Vfuen brass instruments came into use in France, excellent brass 
bands which sound throughout the country came into being. The 
violin, the mouth organ, and the accordion are not much in favour, 
finding their sphere in little fetes and parties only. The dance 
musicians have a fete of their own, the Pfifferstag, which is cel-
ebrated vnth brilliancy and dates back to 1390. The dance airs 
show interesting affinities with those of Switzerland. 2 
Dance tunes are sung, or played by the sonneurs on biniou 
(bagpipe) and bombarde (a rustic oboe). The latter plays the 
melody, the bagpipe accompanies and acts as the drone. The effect 
is strident, stirring and highly specialized. The French airs ~re 
simple, usually composed of two fundamental phrases and marked. 
1 Ljubica and Danica Jankovic, Dances of Yugoslavia. New York: 
Chanticleer Press, 1952- PP• 14-15. 
2 Nicolette Tennevin and Marie Texier, Dances of France II: 
Provence and Alsace. New York: Chanticleer Press, 1~- p.I8. 
3 Claudie Marcel-Dubois and Marie Marguerite Andral, Dances of 
France I: Brittany and Bourbonnais. New York: Chanticleer Press---
1950_ p:l5. ---
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RUSSIA AND CENTRAL EUROPE 
Folk Costumes 
The folk costumes of the Russians are attractive. Two skirts of 
t hick material, one worn over the other; a bodice made of embroidered 
linen or silk brocade; embroidered slippers; and a velvet headdress 
trimmed with pearls make the ensemble. 
The men wear white linen shirts, brightly embroidered around 
t he collars and cuffs; trousers of dark, woolen material; tell leather 
boots; and felt hats with brims, or fur bonnets and caps. 
The outstanding diff erences in the other costunes of Central 
Europe are these: in Czechoslovakia the hats of the women symbolize 
their marital status, in Hungary the costumes have numerous pleats, 
and Magyar men _wear vrhi te linen shirts and trousers with much l ace and 
embroidery. 
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RUSSIA AND CEN1RAL EUROPE 
Folk Festivals 
EPHIPHANY--January 6 is observed differently in the various countries. 
An old woman is thought to have asked the Three Wise Men to wait for 
her until her work was done and then she would accompany them. She 
is still wandering looking for them. Known as Baboushka, she gives 
gifts to the little children of the land. Songs, church services, and 
blessings are performed at this season. 
CARNIVAL WEEK--This week precedes Lent and is extremely gay. 
PAIJ~ SUNDAY--An unusual celebration of this day is the blessing of 
pussywillows. 
GOOD FRIDAY or GREAT FRIDAY--Special church services and unique ways 
of remembering the Crucifixion take place. 
EASTER--This important festival connotes cleanliness, feasting, the 
birth of new hope, and the beginning of new life. 
EASTER MONDAY-'-This holiday is the greatest of the year, and it is 
intended for the antics of the young people. 
CHRISTMAS EVE & CHRISTMAS DAY--The special foods, Christmas trees, 
distribution of presents, yule logs, reunions, and general rejoicing 
all commemorate this special time of the year. 
NEW YEAR'S DAY--Fortune-telling, feasting, and visiting are in order. 
MAY DAY--Customs associated with the :Maypole are observed in Czecho-
slovakia and Hungary. 
ST. JOHN'S DAY AND ST. JOHN'S EVE--Traditional bonfires are built on 
June 23 or 24. 
HARVEST HOME or HARVEST FESTIVAL--This is the annual Harvest Festival 
and the last sheaf gathered provokes the beginning of dancing. 
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DANCE INSTRUCTIONS Al~D L"USIC OF RUSSIA AND CENTRAL EUROPE 
Russia: 
Czechoslovakia.: 
Yugoslavia: 
(Serbia) 
Hungary: 
France: 
Russian Cossack Dance 
Four Steps 
In the Green Meadow 
Korobushka 
Rovenacka. 
Komarno 
Kolo 
Csarda.s 
Cseboga.r 
Le Stoupic 
The . Chimes of Dunkirk 
Gavotte 
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Measures 
Measures 
RUSSIAN COSSACK Dru~CE1 
1-4: Jump sideways with feet crossing-right, right, right, 
and repeat. 
5-8: Jump sideways right, double kick and three stamps, 
right, right, right, left. 
Measures 9-12: Inching ri ght, six counts and three stamps. Repeat 
left. 
Measures 13-16: Toe, heel. Four times on both sides. 
Measures 1-4: Move forward with feet in winding movement, forward. 
Hands are back of head. 
Measures 5-8: Move backward with same movement of feet. 
Mee.sures 9-12: Toe 1 heel, touch front and clap foot with hand, twice 
on each side. 
Measures 13-16: Clap hands under right leg, hopping twice on left. 
Same under left leg. Four times under each leg. 
Measures 1-4: Move forward with arms folded in front, wiggling first 
right heel in front, then left heel in front, toes 
touching floor. 
Measures 5-8: Move back with hands back of head and knee bent and 
kick right foot. Repeat kicking first right and then 
left. 
Measures 9-12: Touch fingers forward to toes and jump on heels throw-
ing arms sideways. 
Measures 13-16: Move back with right hand on hip, left hand back of 
head, and double hop on tiptoes with knees high in 
Measures 
Mee.sures 
front. 
1-4: Move around in circle to the right with inching step 
looking back over shoulder. 
5-8: Move around in circle to left with inching step look-
ing back over shoulder and end with a stamp forward, 
arms spread sideways. 
1 c. Ward Crampton, M. D., The Folk Dance Book. New York: 
A. s. Barnes and Company, 1920, p.---r:r.-- --
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FOUR STEPS1 
Dance Formation 
.Any number of couples in a single circle, pe.rtners facing in closed 
social dance postion, extended arms toward center of circle so that 
Man faces counterclockwise, Woman clockwise. 
Measures 
Measures 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
l-2: Man begins L, Woman R, to dance 3 slides toward center 
of circle; stamp, taking weight (Jvfe.n L, \i{oma.n R); hold. 
3-4: Repe at Measures 1 and 2, reversing feet and moving away · 
from center of circle to original positions. 
5: l slide toward center of circle (Men L, Woman R); 
stamp, taking weight (Man L, Woman R); hold. 
6: l slide away from center of circle (Man R, Woman L); 
stamp, taking weight (Man R, Woman L); hold. 
7-8: Partners make one turn clockvnse while progressing 
counterclockwise around the large circle with 2 polka. 
steps (Man hops lightly on R to begin, Woman hops 
lightly on L). 
Repe at dance as many times as desired. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette 
Dances of European Countries. 
1948, p~03. 
Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 
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IN THE GREEN MEADO-wl 
Dance Formation 
Any number of couples in a double circle facing counterclockwise, Man 
on L of partner, inside hands joined, outside hands on hips. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
:Measures 
1: Couples dance in place (Man beginning L, Woman R), with 
1 waltz balance step, turning away from each other and 
swinging joined hands strongly forward. 
2: 1 waltz balance step, turning toward each other, and 
swinging joined hands strongly backvfard. 
3-4: Swinging joined hands strongly forward and upward, 
partners release hands and turn away from each other, 
making one complete turn progressing counterclockwise 
around the circle, finishing to face again with 2 
waltz steps (Man L, R, Vvoman R, L) except t hat the 
weight is not taken on the outside foot at the close 
of the second waltz step (Ct. 3, Meas. 4) to leave 
that foot free f or repeating A. 
5-8: Repee.t Measures 1-4 reversing feet and direction, begin-
ning on outside foot (Man R, Woman .L) and moving clock-
wise. 
Measures 9-16: In a single circle, facing counterclockwise, Woman in 
front of partner with both hands on hips, dances for-
we.rd, making four turns clockwise with 8 waltz steps• 
whi le Man follows her in a single circle progressing 
counterclockwise, clapping hi s hands on the fir st beat 
of each measure with 8 waltz steps. 
Measures 17-24: In social dance position, couples turn clockwise while 
pro gre ssing counterclockwise around the l arge circle 
with 8 waltz steps. 
Repe at entire dance. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette 
Dances of European Countries. 
I94s , p~lo4. 
Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 
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KOROBOOSHKA1 
Dance Formation 
Partners facing in double circle, men with backs to center of large 
circle, both hands joined at arm's length. 
1. Man starts forward 1rith left foot. Lady starts backvvard with ri ght 
foot. Each takes three steps and man swing s his right foot forward, 
l ady her left foot backward. 
2. Repeat with reverse directions and feet. 
3. Repeat 1. 
4. Man steps on right foot, points left to left side, closes left foot 
to right e.nd steps on left. Lady step s on left, points, closes and 
stamps right. 
5. Man folds arms on chest, lady places her knuckles on hips. Both 
step to ri ght, close left to right and s t ep on it, step to right 
and ~nng left acros s in front of right. Repeat left. 
6. Me.n e.nd l ady join right hands and raise them high while st epping 
toward each other on ri ght feet, step be.ck on left and lower ri ght 
hands , exchange pl aces by passing each other and facing about with 
t hree step s and close the feet together. 
7. Repeat 5 e.nd 6. On l ast measure as they exchange places they move 
to left slightly to f ace new partner. 
1 Ethel Bowers, Musical Mixers. New York : National Recreation 
Associ ation, 1946, P• 23. 
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ROVENACKA1 
Dance Formation 
Double circle, partners facing each other. 
Measure 1: Dancers stand in place. 
Measure 2: All stamp left, right, left. 
Measure 3: Stand. 
Measure 4: Clap own hands three times. 
Measure 5: Shake right forefinger at partner. 
Measure 6: Shake left forefinger. 
Measure 7: Spin completely around to the left. 
Dancers now join hands and move around the circle with the old-fashioned 
slide polka, turning half-way around each time (slide, slide, step, step, 
step), in Measures 8-9. 
Measure 
Measure 
8: Two slides to the side, around the circle. 
9: Three steps, turning around in place, so that partner 
who was outside, is now inside. 
Measures 10-11: Repeat, beginning with the other foot and moving in 
the same direction. 
Measures 12-15: Repeat. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical Education for Elementary Schools. 
New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1932, P• 186. ---
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KOMARN01 
Dance Formation 
The dancers fa.ce each other in a double circle, with right hands joined 
and left he.nds behind backs. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measure 
Measure 
Measure 
Part A 
1: Beginning with left foot, Number One makes a long 
sli de diagonally forward with the left foot (one); 
closes the ri ght foot to the left (and); vrith left 
foot, makes long slide diagonally forward to the 
left (tvro), pause (and). 
2: With the ri ght foot slide diagonally forwa.rd to t he 
right (one), close the left foot to the ri ght (and); 
with the right foot slide diagonally forward to t he 
right (hvo), pause (and). 
3-8: Continue the same step , using left foot and ri ght foot 
alternately. 
Part B 
1: ,ith the position of the hands still the same, the 
dancers spring and touch the left foot forward with 
toes raised from the ground (one), pause (and, two, 
and). 
3: Dancers spring and che.nge position of feet (one), 
pause in this position (end, two, and). 
4: Dancers spring and change the position of feet again 
(one); pause in this position (and, two, and). 
Part C 
Measures 1-6: With left hands still back of ovm waists, dancers link 
right elbows and svdng each other with slow running 
steps, starting with the left foot and making uvo steps 
to ee.ch measure. 
Measures 7-12: Linking left elbows turn, without pausing, in the 
opposite direction, and swing each other in the r everse 
direction i n the same manner. 
1 Elizabeth Burchenal, Folk Dances and Singing Game s. New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1933, p. 92-.---
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Dance Formation 
The Kolo may be danced by any number of couples in a single line, a 
circle, or by two parallel lines facing. It may be danced either by 
coup les or by groups of Men or Women liru<ed together by joined hands. 
I f performed by couples in two parallel lines facing, a s presented here, 
Men are on the L of their partners, R and L arms around the waists of 
the Women on their R and L, resp ectively, while the iYomen place t heir 
hands on the shoulders of the Men on either side. The dancers on t h e 
end of e ach of the two parallel lines pl ace their outside hands on the 
hips. All begin with the L foot and the two lines advance fonvard 
toward ee.ch other e.nd sideward as indic e.ted. 
Measure 1: All dance forws.rd, beginning L with 4 small running 
steps (L, R, L, R). 
Measure 2: All dance backward, beginning L with 4 small running 
steps (L, R, L, R). 
Measure 3: All dance sideward to . the L with step L to side, step 
R e.cross just in back of L, step L to side, hop L, 
swinging R di agonal ly forward and across in front of 
L. 
Measure 4: Repeat Measure 3, moving sideward to the R and revers-
ing feet and directions. 
Measure 5: All dance in pl ace with stamp L to side, hop L, swing-
ing R diagonally forwar d and across in front of L, 
stamp R to side, hop R, s-..\ringing L die.gonally forward 
and across in front of R. 
Me a sure 6: Repeat J..ieasure 5. 
Measure 7: Move sideward vd th stamp L to L side, step R just in 
b ack of L, stamp L to side, step R just in b ack of L, 
stamp L to side, step R just in back of L, stamp L to 
side, hop L, swinging R diagonally forward and across 
in front of L. 
Measures 9-10: Repeat Measure 7 and 8, moving sideward to the R and 
reversing feet and directions. 
Repeat Measures 1-10 tvfi.ce, accelerating t he tempo vTi th each repetition 
so t hat dancers a re moving a s rapidly a s possible on the third perform-
ana e of the dane e which is often f ini shed m th t he shouting of "Hey 1 " 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottme.nn and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of European Countries. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company-,---
1948, p-.-123 • 
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Dance Formation 
Measure 1: All dance toward center of circle with step to L side; 
Close R to 1~ taking weight R; step L to side; close 
· R to 1~ at same time rising slightly on balls of feet, 
toes inverted to click heels together sharply. 
Measures 2-8: Repeat measure l, seven times, beginning R and alter-
ns.ting steps to R and L, respectively. 
Mee.sures 9-12: Retaining shoulder-waist position, partners make a. 
quarter-turn 1~ so that they are side by side in a 
single circle~ Man facing in, Woman out . Pulling 
a.vva.y from each other in this position, partners make 
two clockwise turns in place, both beginning R, with 
step forward R, bending R knee sharply; step forward 
L, rising on ball of L foot close to R; repeat 7 times 
to complete two clockwise turns, omitting last step L. 
Measures 13-16: Partners reverse starting position with a. sharp half-
turn to the R, bringing L hips and shoulders toward 
each other so that Man now faces out of the circle. 
Woman toward the center, repeat measures 1-4, beginning 
L, making 2 counterclockwise turns in place, Woman free-
ing R foot to repeat dance. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of European Countries. New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 
Tm, P• Io6-:-
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CSEBOGAR1 
Dance Formation 
Any number of couples in a single circle f acing in, Man on L of part-
ner, \~th all hands joined. 
Measures 
1wieasures 
Measures 
Measures 
Measure 
Me asures 
Measure 
Part r.A 
1-4: All move clockvnse around t he circle with hop R; 8 
sliding steps, beginning L, keeping R foot free on 
l ast step. 
5-8: Repeat, beginning with a hop L and moving counterclock-
wise. 
Part I.E 
1-2: All move forward toward center of circle, beginning 
L, with 4 skip steps. 
3-4: All move backward to places, beginning L, with 4 skip 
steps. 
5: Releasing hands, Men f ace t ovrard center of circle, 
Women away from center so that R sides of bodi e s are 
turned toward each other, R f eet close together, R 
arms around each other's waists, L arms curved over-
head. Couples make two clockvnse turns in place lean-
ing strongly awe.y from each other but keeping R hips 
and fe et close together with hop R , Step L, Step R in 
pl a.ce. 
6-8 : Repeat 3 times, Women omitting l ast step R to free R 
foot for beginning of Figure II. 
Part II.A 
9: In shoulder-waist position, partners f acing in a single 
circle, Man beginning L, Woman R, all move sideward toward 
center of circle, \~th step L; close R to L, taking weight. 
Measure s 10-12: Repeat 3 times, keeping R fr ee on l ast close step. 
Measures 13-16: Repeat all, Man beginning R, Woman L, moving si deward 
away from center of circle to original pl aces. 
Part II.B 
Measures 9-10: All move sidewar d toward center of circle, Man begin-
ning L, Woman R, vvi th Step L; close R to L, t aking 
weight; step L; close R to L, without t aking wei ght. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rut ledge, 
Folk Danc e s of European Count ries. New York: A. S. Barne s and Company , 
T948, p . 109-.-
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Measures 11-12: Repeat, moving sideward away from center of circle to 
original places. Women take weight R on last close 
step. 
Measures 13-16: Repeat Hungarian turn as analyzed f or .Measures 5-8 in 
B of Figure I, finishing with stamp of L foot on Count 
1 of Measure 16 and shout on Count 4 of Measure 16. 
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LE STOUPIC1 
Words 
My f ather and my mother 
Are from Locmine 
Sont., Sont, Sait 
The lads of Locmine 
Who have the money 
Sous ·upon sous 
Sont, Sont, Sait 
The lads of Locmine 
iVho he.ve the money 
My f ather and my mother 
Are from Locmine 
They made me promise 
To be married off 
They made me promise 
To be married off. In the bottom of their shoes. 
Dance Formation 
Any number of dancers (Men, Women or both), in a single circle, facing 
center. 7fith his R hand, each dancer clasps the L hand of t he dancer 
on his R, palms facing, elbows bent. Dancers stand close together, 
side by side, the L arms resting under the R arm of each dancer to the 
L. 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
1 'I. ~:1:· 
7-8: 
8-10: 
Facing center of circle., all dance with step L to side, 
step R across in front of L., step L to side, swing R 
leg across in front of L, at s~~e time bending L knee. 
Repeat 7 times, alternately beginning R, L, R, L, etc. 
Finish still facing toward center of circle and lower-
ing clasped hands. 
(Count 2 on Meas. 8 through ct. 1 on 10). All dance in 
place >vith tap ball of L foot on floor in front and ball 
of R foot in pls.ce 8 times, balancing on R heel, while 
swinging joined hands vigorously 8 times alternately 
backwe.rd and forward. 
Measures 10-12: Count 2 on Measure 10 through count 1 on 12. Change 
feet with a spring to L foot and repeat, balancing on 
L heel while tapping ball of R foot fon~ard and ball 
of L foot in place, continuing to swing joined hands. 
Repeat entire dance as many times as desired. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of European Countries. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 
TI48", PP• 144-145. 
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THE CHIMES OF DlJNKIRK1 
Dance Formation 
Single circle. Partners face each other, hands on hips. 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
1-2: Stamp three times, right, left, right. 
3-4: CJap three times. 
5-8: Join hands with partner and turn around in place with 
eight running steps, starting with left foot. 
Measures 9-16: Sixteen running steps. All join hands and run in cir-
cle to left. 
Repeat from beginning. 
1 c. Ward Crampton, M. D., The Folk Dance Book. New York: 
A. s. Barnes and Company, 1920, p.-r;----
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GAVOTTE! 
Dance Formation 
Girl on the ri ght of the boy, inside hands clasped and held high. 
Measure 
Measures 
1: Step on inside foot, point outside foot across. Repeat 
with other foot. 
2-3: Walk two steps forwe.rd beginning with inside foot. 
Balance step forward and back by stepping forvmrd on 
inside foot placing entire weight on it and a:t same 
time lifting the back foot slightly off the floor. 
Step backwards on outside foot shifting the wei ght to 
t hat foot and at same time lifting front foot slightly 
off the floor. 
'Nalk forwe.rd two steps beginning with inside foot. 
Measure 4: Step on inside foot and point outside foot across. 
Hold position. 
Measures 5-8: Repeat same steps a s in measures 1-4, starting with 
outside foot. 
Measures 9-12: Partners still clasping inside hands held high, do 
five step-points as in measure 1 starting inside foot, 
moving clockwise and finishing in each other's place 
in deep curtsy and bow. 
l Theresa Armitage, Our Land of Song. Boston: Birchard and 
Company, 1945, P• 132. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING OF DANCES OF RUSSIA AND CENTRAL EUROPE 
(The first number enclosed in parentheses and following each dance refers 
to the bibliographical entry. The second number is the page reference.) 
Russia: 
Czechoslovakia: 
Yugoslavia.: 
Hungary: 
France: 
A Russian Dance (Komarinskaja) (36 1 p.63) 
Handkerchief Dance (37, p.llO) 
Kanafaska (37 1 ~.114) 
Anicka (57 1 p.7) 
Auntie (57 1 p. 8) 
Beans and Cabbage (57, p.9) 
Boleslav (57, p.lo) 
The Butcher (57, p.l2) 
Reznicek (57, p.l3) 
The Clapping Dance (57, p.l4) 
The Cobbler's Dance (57, p.l5) 
The Cuckoo (57, p.l6) 
The Counting Dance (57, p.l7) 
Dancing and Turning (57, p.l8) 
The Forester (57, p.20) 
The Geese in the Vfueat Field (57, p.21) 
The Gingham (57, p.23) 
The Goose Girl (57, p.22) 
The Gray Pigeons (57, p.25) 
The Hopping Dance (57, p.27) 
Javornik (57, p.28) 
Zupoanka (11, p.23) 
The Three Millers (11, pe30) 
Lake. Lisa (11, p.33) 
Dipping or Squatting Dance (5, p.27) 
Turning Dance (5, p.30) 
Recruiting Dance (5, p.32) 
Brande Gascon (37, p.l42) 
La. Boudigueste (37, p.l46) 
Jabado (37, p.l48) 
Gavotte Depont-Aven (16, p•23) 
Ridee De Baud (16, p.32) 
La Chevre (16, p.34) 
The Turn (20, p.23) 
The Farandole (20, p.26) 
The Gardene.r s ( 20, p. 30) 
A Lauterbach (20, p.36) 
Bail De La Courra (1, p.25) 
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Linked Dance (1, p.30) 
Bourree Ariegeoise (1. p.32) 
The Chestnut (1, p.34) 
The Cat•s Skin (1, p.36) 
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BRITISH ISLES 
Geographical Background 
The British Isles, comprised of England and Wales, Scotland ru~d 
the Shetland and Orkney Islands, and Ireland, lie just off the 
nort hwest coast of t he continent of Europe. They are bounded by 
the Atl antic Ocean on the west and north, t he North Sea on t he east, 
and t he English Channel on the south. In terms of square miles, 
Ireland (31, 838) and Scotland (30,405) each equal the state of Maine. 
England, with Wales, corresponds in area (58,340 square miles) to 
Mi chi gan. 
England occupies the lower half of an island which it shares 
vdth Scotland. Geo graphically, the English landscape may be 
divided into three main areas--the >ifest, a rocky highland region 
which includes t he lake district and the famous English·moors; t he 
Midland Plain which extends t hrough Central England; and the east-
ern area , a lowland seacoast region with chal ky rock f ormations 
a long t he shore including the f amous white cliffs of Dover. This 
lowland section has the richest soil of all England. 
Scotland embraces the northern part of t he isl~~d of Great Bri-
tain, the Inner and Outer Hebrides as well as other small islands 
along the west coast, and the Shetland and Orkney Islands off the 
north coast. The mainland of Scotland is divided into the Hi gh-
lands, a rocky, hilly terrain dotted by lakes and small valleys; 
t he central Lowlands, the narrow part of t he island around Glas-
gow and Edinburgh in which approximately two-thirds of the popu-
l ation of Scotland live; t he southern Uplands, elevated sections 
of plains not as high a s the Hi ghlands region of t he north; and 
the northeastern region of the Hi ghlands section which slopes do~~ 
all along the coast to the North Sea. 
The physical aspect of Irel~nd, an island west of Great Britain, 
presents a large Central Plain bounded on t he west and north by a 
rim of mou1;1tain range along the coast which is, in reality, an 
extended port ion of the Hi ghlands of Scotland, and on the south by 
another range of mountains covering the southern part of Ireland. 
The climate of t he British Isles is governed in large measure 
by t he currents and winds of the surrounding seas. In gener al, the 
vdnters are mi lder t han mi ght be expected, especially in a region 
as far north as Scotland; the summers are relatively cool. How-
ever, t he eastern area of England, cut off by the Western Hi ghlands 
from t he southwesterly currents of t he Gulf Stream, is likely to be 
cold and dry during t he winter and hot and humid during the summer. 
The mountains along t he southwestern and we stern coa sts of Ireland 
provide a similar type of insulation against t he Gulf Stream. for 
the Cent r a l Plain re gi on of t his country, t hus giving t hat area 
also a relatively low mean temper ature. Rainfall t hroughout the 
British Isles is adequate but heaviest in Western Scotland and Ire-
land, especially in the mountains over Galway and Kerry where some 
sections receive ei ghty inches or more annually. This heavy pre-
cipat ion keep s t he grasses of Ireland so green t hat she is known a s 
t he . 11Emerald Isle." 
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England has an important agricultural industry with about eighty 
per cent of her land area productive in farming, pasture, or forests. 
These farm lands yield wheat, barley, oats, and other grains, pota-
toes, beans, peas, fruits and vegetables but not enough for home con-
sumption. England, therefore, is forced to import a great deal of 
her food. Some of the finest sheep in the world are raised in the 
English pastures; cattle are bred in the southwestern sector of this 
country. 
Since only approximately one-fourth of the land of Scotland is 
arable, Scotland can hardly be credited with an important agricul-
tural industry. Wheat, barley, oats, rye, beans and peas are 
raised, however, as well as potatoes, turnips, and other vegetables. 
Scotland's pasture lands provide hay and feed for a comparatively 
small but very good quality of livestock. In the southwestern sec-
tion, the polled Angus, or Aberdeen, have a special reputation for 
fine beef. In all sections of the country, sheep are raised which 
produce an excellent quality of wool. 
The soil of Ireland is rich and easily cultivated. Inthe past, 
the excessive dampness of the country during the rainy season caused 
severe damage to grain crops, losses now precluded by the develop-
ment of good systems of drainage. Hay, oats, barley, wheat, pota-
toes, and an appreciable amount of flax are grown. The principal 
types of livestock are sheep and cattle. 
England and Scotland carry on an extensive fishing industry, 
especially in the North Sea, with herring and salmon comprising 
the bulk of their catches. Large exports of fresh and cured her-
ring leave these countries each year. Shellfish are caught in 
abundant quantities along the southern and eastern coasts. 
Coal, the chief mineral mined in England, is found most abun-
dantly in the northern section of that country and in the Lowlands 
and southern Uplands regions of Scotland. However, England must 
import great quantities of coal as well as other minerals to main-
tain her large manufacturing industries. Scotland mines iron as 
well as coal. 
Textiles and metal commodities represent the two chief manufac-
turing industries of England. Scotland is known for her woolen 
fabrics, especially tyeeds. Paper, stationery and printing are 
important industries. 
1 . Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abb1e Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of the B~itish Isles. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 
T9'48', PP• 20-2"6-.-
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BRITISH ISLES 
. Sociological Background 
The t wentieth century history of England involves two of the most 
gigantic conflicts of all time--World Wars I and II. In June of 1914~ 
a plot laid in Serbia with the approval of Russia resulted in the 
assassination of an Austrian archduke and precipitated a four-year 
war which involved, all of the major world powers. England we.s 
allied with France, Rus sis., Italy, Japan, and later with the United 
States against Austria-Hunga.ry and Germany. England and the allied 
powers were victorious in World War I vnth an armistice suspending 
hostilities on November 11, 1918. 
The period of reconstruction follo~~ng World War I brought about 
many desirable changes to the established social and economic order. 
The franc hise was extended to English women in 1918. The Irish 
renewed their struggle for home rule. In 1921, an act of Parlia-
ment established the Irish Free Stat e, giving Southern Ireland 
dominion status within the British Empire and in 1933, the Irish 
were granted freedom from the oath of allegi~~ce to the Crown of 
England. A world-~dde depression in 1929 created a monetary cri-
sis in England which resulted in her abandonment of the gold stan-
dard in 1931. 
In 1939, Gennany, a dictatorship under Adolf Hitler, began a p ro-
gram of aggres sion which incensed t he democratic powers of the world. 
Again England went to war along with Fre.nce, Russia, and later the 
United St ate s against Germany and Italy. England's part in World 
War II v;as marked with many heroic incidents including the almost 
fabulous evacuation of Dunkirk through the concerted· efforts of 
small private crafts and privately owned yachts. World War II 
ended in 1945 ~~th victory for England and her allies. Since then 
England has attempted to maintain her national and international 
status despite a serious economic emergency at home and a disinte-
grating empire overseas. 
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland is 
governed by a limited monarchy and an unwritten constitution with 
final authority vested in a Parliament comp osed of two houses--
the House of Commons and House of . Lords. Scotland and Wales, 
included in Great Britain, and Northern Ireland have separate 
local governments but send representatives to t he English Parlia-
ment. 
According to recent statistics, the population of England and 
Wales is about 40,000,000, the population of Scotland about 4,500, 
000 , and that -of Northern Ireland, 1,300 ,000 . The established 
church of England is t he Episcopal, or Anglican. The Presbyterian 
Church is the established church of Scotland, and Northern Ireland, 
divided roughly i nto t hirds, is Episcopal, Presbyterian, and Roman 
Catholic. 
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Ireland (Eire)~ or the Irish Free State, is affiliated with the 
British Commonwealth but maintains her own Parliament of two houses 
with an elected president as the chief executive. With 2~989,700 
citizens, Ireland is predominantly Roman Catholic with approximately 
ninety-seven per cent subscribing to that Faith. 
The imagination of the English has resulted in some of the world's 
finest thought with respect to politics, law, education and philoso-
phy, and has contributed to the world some of its greatest litera-
ture. Few educated persons throughout the world are unfamiliar with 
such great men as Shakespeare, Gladstone, Locke, Dickens, and Shaw. 
The charming imagination of her people colors the country with 
delightful names of inns, shops~ roads, and parks and with a quaint, 
succinct manner of expression in speech in the rural areas. The 
spirit of adventure has carried her sons to all parts of the globe 
in commerce, industry, and in the expansion of the British Empire, 
giving rise to the slogan that the "sun never sets on English soil." 
The fine sense of proportion of the English in merrymaking has 
prompted colorful festivals and has kept the common pub a relaxed, 
friendly gathering-place for conviviality rather than a spot to be 
avoided. Socially, the English adhere to a class system but poli-
tically, they maintain a pragmatic sort of democracy. 
The English people love and preserve their traditions--tradi-
tions concerned with respect for royalty~ pride in their gardens, 
the ritual of afternoon tea when "biscuits" to the English are 
"cookies" to Americans, dressing formally for dinner, a definite 
concept of a rich cultural heritage, the participation in games 
and hobbies for all, the mellowing, periodic sounds of cathedral 
bells. Closely associated with the English tea and dinner hours 
is the art of good conversation which has been preserved and per-
petuated · in England as in few of the other countries in the world. 
The people of Scotland share a common Celtic ancestry with those 
of England and of Ireland. The Scotsman's sense of intense loyalty 
was affixed primarily and for a long period of time to the specific 
clan to which each individual belonged rather than to any particular 
sovereign governing this country as a whole. The final union of 
Scotland into a consolidated country and the later juncture of Soot-
land with England to form the Kingdom of Great Britain found them 
a people with a strong sense of fealty to the nation. 
Popular connotation of the typical Scotsman endows him with qual-
ities of hardy endurance and a keen sense of thrift and economy. 
Both traits e.re the result, no doubt, of centuries of struggle to 
wrest a livelihood from soil which, although picturesque, is and 
al1vays has been generally rocky and unproductive. It is a genuine 
tribute to the people of Scotland, therefore, that they have pros-
pered in spite of the somewhat limited natural resources of their 
environment. 
Among the Irish people, there is no . social stigma attached to 
the spontaneous expression of joy or of sorrow. They manifest an 
unusual fondness for rev~lry and for singing and dancing on all 
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occasions, and for imaginative legends, folk myths, and supersti-
tions. Tea in Ireland, as in England, is a tradition. which evokes 
a. certain amount of ceremony as well a s the best linen and culinary 
skill.l 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Sohlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of the British Isles. New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 
mti, PP• 31-=5's-;-
$0 
THE BRITISH ISLES 
Folk Dances and Music 
The three most important English dances are these: Sword, 
Morris, and Country. It is believed that the English sword dance 
had its origin in the ancient pagan religious rites associated with 
the fertilization of all living things, both animal and vegetable. 
Usually from five to twenty men danced the Sword dance during the 
Christmas season and ' in conjunction with sword plays performed by vil-
lage murraners. 
The Morris dance evolved from the Sword dance when sticks and 
handkerchiefs were substituted for the original swords. It is per-
formed by groups of men during Whitsuntide to celebrate the victory of 
spring over winter and to purge the fields and villages of ghosts, 
devils, demons, and evil spirits. Dancing around a Maypole may be 
traced to the worship of trees. 
English country dances are couple dances in social dance posi-
tion. They may be performed in circular, square, and longvrays forma-
t~ons. They are often danced on the vill age green on holidays. 
Except in children's grumes, singing practically never accompanies 
the dances, although song tunes are often adopted as instrumental 
dance airs. 
The traditional accompaniment for the Morris dance is the pipe 
and tabor, often known as whittle and dub, a combination of two 
instruments played by one man. The pipe is a short wooden t hree-
holed instrument which the player holds in his left hand, using 
his thumb and first two fingers to cover the holes. An octave and 
two notes can easily be produced from the pipe; a clever player 
can achieve a considerably wider compass. The tabor, a small drum, 
is suspended by a strap over the left wrist and is beaten by a 
stick held in the right hand. Nowadays the pipe and tabor have 
been superseded by the fiddle or concertina, and these are the 
instruments most generally used for other forms of English folk 
dancing. 
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There is also an English £or.m of bagpipe, commonly called the 
Northumbrian Small-pipes, which is still played in the North of 
England, although no longer as a dance accompaniment. The Small-
pipes dif£er considerably £rom the better known Scottish pipes. 
The tone is smaller but sweeter and is more suited for indoor per-
formance than that of the Scottish pipes. As in the Irish uilleann 
(elbow) bagpipe, the wind is supplied not by the rreath of the 
pl ayer but by small bellows placed under one arm. 
The four types of Scottish £olk dances are the sword dance, the 
fling, the reel, and the schottische. The first two are primarily solo 
dances ·while the reel and schottische are group dances for two or more 
couples. The sword dance was performed on the eve of battle in olden 
times as a means of relieving tension, exhibiting self-control, and 
testing fortune (if eight men touched the sword or scabbard--evil was 
portended for the group). 
Gaelic songs and music differ £rom those of the Lowlands in rhy-
thm--owing to the language--in the use of the ancient gapped scales, 
and e.bove all in an archaic emotional content. Lowland songs in the 
Scottish dialect of the English language suffered a calamity when, 
after the famous visit of George IV, everything Scottish became the 
fashion. Poetical ladies wrote verses in "National" style--but in 
this they were only copying Robert Burns--to old or new tunes, and 
these were so well received that they have actually taken the place 
of traditional folk songs. 
Bagpipes belong to the whole of Scotland. In the south the 
small pipes, akin to those of Northumbria, were used but the great 
pipes superseded them. The great pipes produce the pentatonic 
scale, the bag measures about two feet two inches long, the bass 
drone about three feet. This is a very moderate size compared 
with the whole pigskins of the Italian Abruzzi and Calabria round 
which the player's arms will barely reach. Hee.rtrending laments, 
called in Gaelic pibroch, are considered the highest form of pipe-
music; Reels and Strathspeys are inspiring for dancing. 
When after the '45 year the pipes were forbidden, Chiefs replaced 
their pipers by fiddlers--yet Robertson, "pipemaker, Castle Hill, 11 
was making them in 1775, and in 1781 Scotsmen in London founded a 
Highland Society for pipe competitions in the very capital of the 
Hanoverian King. 
l Maud Ka.rpeles and Lois Blake, Dances of England and Wales. 
New York: Chanticleer Press, 1951, PP• 15-16.-- ---
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A £amous £iddler was Niel Gow, who composed and collected hun-
dreds of dance tunes now forming a wonder£ul national treasure. 
Fiddlers are still popular for dancing, pipes more so, while all 
over Scotland orchestras specializing in Scottish dance musi1 are 
being formed. These are pe~ticularly suitable to ballrooms. 
Jigs, reels, and hornpipes are the main types of Irish folk 
dances. Any dance employing rapid, gliding, and noiseless movements 
stems from the reel while · the jigs and hornpipes are "tap dances." 
The body o£ the dancer is held rigid while the attention is on the 
rapid, exact and nimble movements of the feet. 
1 Jean c. Milligan and D. G. MacLennan, Dances of Scotland. 
New York: Chanticleer Press, 1951, PP• 16-17. 
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Th~ BRITISH ISLES 
Folk Costumes 
The traditional costume for the English sword dancer was a red 
military tunic with white coll ar and sash, black trousers, and a cloth 
cap. The Morris dance costume was elaborate--a black silk or beaver 
box-hat with streamers and ribbons, white linen shirt with pleated 
front~ and sleeves decorated with ribbons or trinkets, two ribbons 
(a double baldric) coming over the shoulders and crossed at the waist, 
ribbons at knees and elbows, white woolen stockings, and light-weight 
boots topped by pads of bells running from ankles to knees. Large 
white handkerchiefs on long sticks finished the costume. There is no 
traditional costume for the country dances. 
The Scottish Highlander's dress costume is quite unique in style 
as well as being elaborate: the kilt, a short pleated skirt of plaid 
wool; the jacket, wool or velvet with a high stiff collar, silver but-
tons~ and white cording; a plaid which falls over the left shoulder and 
under the left arm, held in place by a brooch; a sporran, purse, attached 
to a chain around the waist; wool stockings, matching the plaid in the 
kilt; garters with a cairn gorm pin; black shoes with silver buckles, 
topped vrlth white gaiters; and l astly, a Glengarry bonnet. 
The Irish costumes are much simpler. The men wear black knick-
ers, long woolen stockings, low shoes, white shirts, dark tines, and 
coats or vests. The Irish women wear a dark skirt, blouse, black 
woolen stockings, black slippers, and a shawl or c ape over their head 
and shoulders. 
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THE BRITISH ISLES 
Folk Festivals 
CANDLEMAS DAY--This special feast day, celebrated on February 2, commemo-
rates t he Purif ic ation of t he Virgin Mary. 
ASH ~~D1~SDAY, GOOD FRIDAY, EASTER SUNDAY--Attending church services, 
hunting gaily colored eggs, and wearing new clothes (to insure good luck) 
are t he observances held during this· season. 
CHRISTJ~--This season is one of rejoicing, worshipping, praising, 
singing, fe e.sting, and dancing. Santa Claus, t he yule log, and the 
wassail bowl are all important features of this sea son. The t welve 
days following are supposed to indicate the nature of events in the 
next twelve months. 
NlAY DAY--This day of nature-worship is celebrated in England, Scotland, 
and Ireland with dancing and other merry activities. 
ST. JOHN 'S EVE--N~ch like the Y~dsummer Eve Festivals in the Scandin-
avian countries, t his June 23 celebration f eatures bonfires, dancing, 
and singing. 
HARVEST H01~--This f avorite season is celebrated at the time of harvest. 
Games, contests, dancing, and the like make up the various ways of 
celebrating a good harvest. 
NEW YE~~ ·s EVE--Scotland places a special emphasis on this celebration 
which they c all the HOGMANAY. Fea sting, dancing, singing, and toasting 
are all part of this festival. 
APRIL FOOL'S DAY--This day is for practical jokes and harmless fun. 
ST . GEORGE--The patron saint of England is honored on April 23 by 
elaborate church services. 
ALL HALLOV.f' S EVE--This l ast evening in October, which was once a solemn 
church holiday, is now a time for spirits to prowl and carry out pranks. 
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GUY FAVf.KES DAY--In 1605 an Englishman with this nrune was found to be 
the instigator of a plot to destroy the English House of Parliament. 
Effigies of Guy Fawkes are burnt on this day~ .November 5. 
ST. ANDRE1f'S DAY--The Scotch honor their patron saint on November 30 
with banquets~ parades~ and fairs. 
FEIS--A form of Thanksgiving, this November day is observed by the 
Irish through feasting, competitive sports, and dancing. 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY--March 17 is the day that the Irish people wear a 
shamrock or clover to honor their patron saint~ who was not Irish, 
but w11o converted the pagan Irish. Great balls~ patriotic rallies~ 
and parades are held. 
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England: 
Scotland: 
Ireland: 
Wales: 
DANCE INSTRUCTIONS AND 1IDSIC OF THE BRITISH ISLES 
English Harvester's Dance 
Laudnum Bunches 
Maypole Dance 
Highland Fling 
Lassies Dance 
Highland Schottische 
Galway Piper 
Jig 
Irish Long Dance 
Irish Lilt 
Taffy Was a Welshman 
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ENGLISH HARVESTERS DANGEl 
Dance 1' ormation 
Single circle. Partners face forward, hands on hips. 
Measures 1-8: Run forward sixteen step s. 
steps to starting position. 
Turn about and run sixteen 
Finish facing partners. 
Measures 9-16: Hook right arms and run sixteen steps. couple turning 
in place. Hook left arms and repeat to position. 
Finish side by side, facing fon~ard. 
Measures 17-24: Partners join inside hands and run forward twelve steps, 
the one on the inside turns in place, l eading t he one 
on the out.side to the inside po sition with f our running 
steps. Run twelve steps back to position and repeat 
the turn with four steps. Finish inside partner behind, 
outside in front, partners' hands clasped over heads. 
Repeat from beginning . 
1 c. Ward Crampton, IJ. D., The Folk Dance Book. New York: 
A. S. Barnes and Company, 1920, p."""tr. --
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MORRIS DANCE1 
The Steps 
Step One 
Step onto the right foot and at the same time raise the left 
foot forward as in walking (one), hop on the right foot and at the same 
time straighten the left knee so as to ring the bells sharply (and), 
step vdth the left foot, and at the se~e time raise the right foot for-
ward (two), hop on the left foot and at the same time straighten the 
right knee (end). At t he same time that this is done, the hands, which 
were already raised high above the head, are each swung twice in small 
circles~ beginning inward~ thus waving the handkerchiefs overhead. 
Jump 
The extended arms are lowered until they are at the side, and 
at t he same time the knees are slightly bent in prep ar ation for the 
Jump (one~ . and)~ with rigidly extended arms; the arms a re throvm 
strai ght overhead and at the same time the dancer jumps about a s hi gh 
a s his ovm foot from the ground~ while holding his legs and body 
straight and rigid (two, and). 
Step Two 
Starting with the hands overhead, step onto the right foot and 
at the same time r aise the left foot fo rward as in walking (one); step 
with the left i'oot and e.t the same time raise the right foot forward a s 
in walking (and); step with the right foot and at the same time raise 
t he left foot forward as in walking (two). In this position hop on t he 
right foot and at the same time strai ghten t he left knee (and). Yfuile 
t his is being done~ the arms e.re swung down and backward on one~ and, 
and forward and up on two, and. 
Step Three 
Starting with the hands overhead, spri ng onto the right foot and 
immedi ately r aise the left foot until it is as high as t he right knee. 
At the same time svrrng the arms down and backward vigorously; pause in 
t his position (one, ~~d). Repeat, springing onto the left foot and 
raising the ri ght foot forward~ but this time s>ving the arms vigorously 
forvrard ~~d up; pause in this position (~vo, and). 
The Dance 
Measures 1-4: The dancers stand in two parallel lines, of three each, 
all facing forward in the same direction. 
1 Elizabeth Burchenal, Folk Dances and Singing Games. New York: 
G. Schirmer~ Inc., 1933, PP• 6~. ---
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Measures 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measure 
Measures 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measures 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Part 1. Up and Back, Down and Back. 
1-2: 1'fi th Step Two, all the dancers move fonvard up the 
room. 
3: With Step One, they move backward. 
4: All jump. 
5-6: All f ace about in the opposite direction, and with · 
Step Two, the dancers move forv..-ard ·down the room. 
7: With Step One, they move back. 
8: All jump, and at the same time mruce a quarter-turn 
inward, so that the two lines face each other. 
Part 2. Corners. 
1-3: Numbers One. e.nd Six, vvi th Step Tvvo cross to each 
others' places, keeping each other to the right a s 
they pass. 
4: With Step Two, both turn to the right in place, so 
that they face e ach other. 
5-6: With Step Two they advance so as to meet face to face 
in the centre. 
7: With Step One they retire to their corners. 
8: Jump. (Numbers One and Six should now have changed 
places.) 
l-8: Numbers Three and Four repeat the same, changing to 
each others' places. 
Part 3. Chain 
1-2: Step Two. 
3: Step One. 
4: Jump, and at the same time f ace t he opposite line. 
5-8: Repeat the same steps and complete the full chain. 
Other intricate figures for this dance may be worked out. 
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N.AY-POLE DANCE1 
Dance Formation 
Dancers in couples form a double circle about the May- pole, all f acing 
in t he same direction; Number One is each couple on t he left , Number 
Two on the ri ght. 
Intro duction 
Hith inside hands joined shoulder high, and outside hands holding skirts 
di agonally outward, all stand with t he ri ght foot pointed forward and 
hold t his position through the four measures of the Int roduction. 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
J1~e asures 
Measures 
Me asures 
Measure 
Measure 
Part l 
l-6 : In couples, beginning with the right foot, all skip 
around t he pole in a circle , mv.k:ing two ski p s to each 
measure. 
7-8: With f our skipping steps, t he c oup les svr.i.ng in facing 
t he pole, and form a singl e circle wi th hands joine d. 
Part 2 
l-2: With f our skipping steps, all advance toward the pole. 
3-4: :Ji t h four ski pping steps , all move back fr om t he pole. 
5-8: Same as measure s l-4. 
Part 3 
l-8 : Join r ight hands, lift ing skirts ·with left hands, and 
beginning >ti t h the ri ght foot turn partners, making 
two skipp ing steps to a mea sure. Finish with Number 
One inside , with back to t he pole and facing partner. 
Part 4 
1: Lift ing their skirts with both hands and beginning with 
the right f oot, Number One and Number Tvvo each polka s 
to the ri ght. In this step each measure should be 
counted 11 one, and, tvm, and. 11 
2: Hop on t he right fo ot and at t he same time point t he 
l eft foot forward and sl i ghtl y to the left (one, a.nd), 
hop on the right foot, and at the same time t ouch the 
left toe behind the right heel (tvro, and). 
1 Elizabeth Burchenal, Folk Dances and Singing Games. New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1933 , PP • ~. 
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Measures 
Me asures 
I'.fi:e asures 
Me~sures 
Measures 
Mea sures 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
3-4: Repeat the same, beginning vvi th the other foot and 
moving to the left. 
5-6: Same as measure 1-2. 
7-8 : Same a s measures 3-4. 
Part 5 
1-7: Join right hands e.nd turn partners beginning ·with the 
right foot, and making one po lka-step to a measure. 
During this step the free hand lifts the skirt as 
before. 
Part 6 
1-8: All dance around the circle , beginning with the right 
foot and making two skipping st ep s to a measure. 
Part 7 
1-2: With four skipping steps, all advence toward t he pole. 
3-4: Y.fi. t h four skipping steps, all move back from the pole. 
Part 8 
1-2: With four skipping steps, the first couple advance to 
the pole, and each grasps a ribbon with the right hand. 
3-4: With four skipping steps, move backward from t he pole 
to place, and immediately f ace each other, with the 
right foot pointed toward partner, Number One turned 
sli ghtly toward the pole, Number Two turne d slightly 
from the pole. 
5-6: The second couple do the same. 
7-8 : The third couple do the same. Continue until all have 
t aken ribbons. If there are four couples, this vvill 
bring t hem to the eight h measure of Part 3. 
Winding the May-pole. 
Measures 1-16: '/lith t hirty-two skipping step s, all make a grand chain, 
Number Twos moving around the circle from right to left, 
Number Ones in the opposite direction. This will •rind 
the Maypole. 
Measures 
Mea sures 
Part 10 
1-2: With four skipping steps all advance to t he pole and 
drop ribbons. 
3-4:' All join hands, and with f our skipping steps move back 
from the pole. 
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Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
5-8: Advance and retire again. 
Part 11 
1-8: Still in a single circle, with sixteen skipping steps 
all dance around pole. 
Part 12 
1-8: Number One of t he f irst couple releases the hand of 
t he dancer in front of her. All continue skipping~ 
and Number One leads the dancers in a string away from 
the pole. 
The May- pole, which is supplosed to b e dedicated to the Goddess 
of Flo~~rs, stands at least twelve feet from t he ground. Its top is 
dressed vvith flowers, and f rom it hangs long streamers (one for each of 
the dancers) of various light, spring colors. 
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Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measures 
Me asure 
Measure 
Me a sure 
Measure 
1: 
2: 
3-4: 
5-6: 
7: 
HIGHLAND l"LING1 
Part I 
Touch right toe side right, hop on left. H.aise right 
in back of knee, hop on left. 
Touch right toe side right, hop on left. Raise right 
in front of knee, hop on left. 
Repeat left. 
Repeat right. 
Break. Leap onto right foot and quarter turn right. 
Left foot in back of right knee . Another quarter turn 
right, left foot in ~ront of knee. 
8: Quarter turn ri ght, left foot in front of knee . Facing 
front, left foot in back of right knee. One hand cir-
cled overhead, other on hip (side of active foot). 
Part II 
9: Leap onto right foot sideways, left raised sidevmys. 
Left to right, right raised behind left knee, hop on 
right. 
10: Rs.ise right in front of knee, hop on right. Raise 
ri ght in back of knee, hop on right. 
Measures 11-12: Repeat right. 
Measures 13-14: Repe at right. break right, turn right. 
Me asures 15-16: Repeat same left side. 
Me asure 1: 
Mea sure 2: 
11easures 3-4: 
Me asures 5-6: 
Mea sures 7-8 : 
Part III 
Touch right.toe to right side, hop on left. Raise 
ri ght in back of left knee, hop on left. 
Re.ise in front of left knee, hop on left. Le ap onto 
right raising left in back. 
Repe at left. 
Repeat right and break. 
Repeat same lef t side. 
Part IV 
1 Anne Schley , Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of the British Isles. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1948, 
PP • 91-93.-
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Mea sure 9 : Leap to right outward. Rai se left in back right knee, 
hop on ri ght. 
Mea sure 10: Rai se left in f r ont of ri ght knee, hop on ri ght. Raise 
l eft in back of ri ght knee, hop on right. 
Mea sure s 11-12 : Repeat lef t. 
]iea sur es 13-1 4 : Repeat right and br eak . 
Me asures 15-16: Repeat s ame left side. 
/ 
• 
• • 
. . 
• 
LASSIES' D..I\.NCE 
Dance Fo rmation 
Single Circle. Partners f ace each other~ hand s on hips. 
Measures 1-8: Place right toe forward~ turn half-turn to left and 
bow to neighbor. Reverse and bow to partner. Repeat 
three times. 
Measures 9-12: Dance twelve kicking steps in place, beginning with 
left foot. 
Me asures 13-14: Clap own hands, J01n hands with partner, stamp and 
turn in place with three running steps. 
Repeat from Beginning. 
1 c. Ward Crampton, M. D., The Folk Dance Book. New York: 
A. s . Barnes and Company, 1920, p.-rr.--
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HIGHLAND SCHOTTISCHE1 
Dance Formation 
Single circle. Partners face e ach other. Left arm in half circle over 
head, right hand on hip. 
Measures 1-4: (1). Touch right toe to right side, hop left. (2). 
Raise right in back of left knee, hop left. (3). 
Touch right toe to ri ght side, hop left. (4) . Raise 
right in front of left knee, hop left. (5-8). Schot-
tische step to right-slide, out, left, hop. Repeat 
step starting to left• right arm up. 
Measures 5-12: Partners hook right arms , l eft hands on hips. Starting 
with t he left f oot, three running steps, and hop, 
extending right foot. Repeat three times. Hook left 
arm and repeat the step starting ,~th the ri ght foot. 
Repeat t wice. On the le.st measure run forward four 
steps to meet ne>v partner. 
Repe at from beginning. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottma.nn e.nd Abbie Rutledge , },olk 
Dances of the British Isles. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 
19 48 , pp; tm:"90. 
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Words 
Dance Formation 
GALWAY PIPER1 
1. Ev 1 ry person in the ne.tion, 
Or of gre~t or humble station 
Holds in highest estimation, 
Piping Tim of Gahmy. 
Loudly he can play or low, 
He can move you fast or slow, 
Touch your heart or stir you, too, 
Piping Tim of Galway. 
2. When the wedding bells are ringing, 
His the breath to lead the singing 
Then in jigs the folks go ~vinging, 
~bat a splendid piper, 
He 1vill blow from eve to morn, 
Counting sleep a thing of scorn, 
Old is he but not out-worn, 
Know you such a piper? 
3. Yfuen he walks the highway pealing, 
Round his head the birds come wheeling, 
Tim has carols with the stealing, 
Piping Tim of Galway. 
Thrush and linnet, finch e.nd l ark, 
To each other t witter, 11He.rkJ 11 
Soon they sing from li ght to dark, 
Pipings learnt in Galway. 
Even number of couples in a line facing partners. 
1. Men join hands. Women join hands. All walk forward four step s 
raising hands upward and back four steps, lowering h nds, on 1·mrds, 
"Ev'ry person in the n e.tion, Or of gre at or humble station. 11 Repeat 
on second line. Couples join right hands in sets of four and move 
clockwise around sme.ll circle eight steps on third line. Repeat, 
che~ging to left hands and reverse direction on fourth line. 
2. Repee.t all from very beginiling, only this time start the wheel with 
the left hend and move counterclocbvise, then with right hand mov-
ing clockwise. 
3. Join hands with pe.rtner in skaters 1 f a shion end all face top . Top 
couple, followed by all the others, casts off ri ght, goes dovm to 
bottom of set and comes up back to pl ace. 
1 Ethel Bowers, Musical Mixers. New York: National Recreation 
Association, 1946, P• 42. 
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THE IRISH JIG1 
Dance Formation 
Partners facing forVIard. Hands on hips. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measures 
Figure l 
1: Stamp forward with outside foot. Close vdth inside 
foot. 
2: Hop on inside foot, kick with outside foot, tVIice. 
3-6: Repeat twice with same foot. 
7-8: Hop on inside foot, point outside in f ifth position. 
Hop on outside foot, point inside in fifth position. 
On last hop, turn facing partner. 
Figure II 
Measures 9-10: With outside foot point forward four times, hopping 
on inside foot. 
Measures 11-12: Repeat, starting with inside foot. 
Measures 13-14: Repeat, pointing twice outward, and twice inward. 
Measures 15-16: Run forward two steps, turn and face partners on two 
steps. Bend body forward, clap in front of knees on 
first step. Straighten on second step, hands on hips. 
Measures 17-22: Starting vii th inside foot, repeat foregoing step. 
Measures 23-24: Cross over, remaining back to back . 
Measures 1-6: Starting with outside foot, repeat. 
Measures 7-8: Turn three quarter turns, finish facing front. 
Figure III 
Measures 9-10: Jump bacbvard, land on both feet. Hop on right foot, 
kick with left foot three times. 
:Measures 11-12: Repeat, hopping on left foot. 
Measures 13-14: Repeat, hopping on right fo ot. 
Measures 15-16: Repeat, hopping on left foot, finishing facing partners. 
1 
c. Ward Crampton, M. D., The :F'o1k Dance Book . New York: 
A. S. Barnes and Company, 1920, pp~~ 
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Measure 
Mea.sure 
Measure 
Measure 
17: Spring sideways~ with outside foot. Place inside foot 
behind outside and raise outside foot. Step in place 
with forward foot and raise rear foot. Step in place 
·with rear foot. 
18: Repeat in same direction. 
19: Repeat. 
20: Spring sideways with outside foot, hop on outside foot~ 
and kick with inside. 
Measures 21-24: Repeat ·whole step three times, alternating directions. 
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IRISH LONG D~TCEl 
Dance Formation 
Longways set for any even nt.Unber of coupl es arranged in duple-minor sets, 
]J:an on L of partner, partners facing, arms hanging rele.xed at sides. 
Large group s should be divided into a nt.Unber of longvmys sets with not 
more than nine or ten couples in ee.ch colmnn in order the.t every couple 
may particip ate early in the second and progressive figure of the dance. 
Coup les e.re nt.Unbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , et cetera from head to foot of 
the longways set. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measure 
Me asures 
Part I 
1: All dance in p l ace with hop L; touch R toe to floor just 
in front of L foot, R knee turned out; hop L; step R 
just in back of L heel; hop R. 
2: Step L just in back of R heel vvi th feet cr os sed, R in 
f ront of L; step R in place; step L in place; step R in 
place; hold. 
3-4: Repeat all, beginning with a hop R and reversing feet 
throughout. 
5: Dancers in each duple-minor set of two couples (Couple s 
1 and 2, 3, and 4) form a R hand mill., hands cl asped e.t 
shoulder level (elbows bent), free hands hanging relaxed 
at sides, and beginning L, all dance once around clock-
wise with hop L; step forward, close L just behind R; 
step R fon1ard. 
6-8: Repeat 3 times, hopping e.l ternately R, L, R. 
Repeat measures 1-8, f orming a L hand mi ll in measures 5-8 , turning once 
around counterclockvvise. 
Part II 
Measures 9-10: Partners f acing, Coupl e 2 stands in pl ace while Couple 
111 
1 joins hands, elbows bent, clasped hands at chest level, 
and dance do1vn t he set between Couple 2 vdth 3 slide steps 
(Man beginning R, V{oman L); step sideward (Man R, Woman L). 
Mea sures 11-12: Repeat, returning to p l aces (Man beginning L, Woman R) . 
Measures 13-14: Couple l dances down t he inside of t he set while Couple 
2 dances up t he outside of the set. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge , Folk 
Dances of the British Isles. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1948, 
P• 95. 
Measures 15-16: Couple 1, relaxing joined hands, dances up t he outside 
of the set while Couple 2, joining hands, dances down 
t he inside set, both couples returning to places vvit h 
movements as analyzed previously. 
Repeat entire dance as many times as desired vnt h odd couples progressing 
toward t he f oot of the set and even couples progressing toward t he head 
of t he set. As couple s achieve t he position of eit her head or foot couple, 
these couples stand neutral for one repetition of the dance after which 
they rever se t he directions of their progression toward the foot or the 
he ad of the set, respectively. 
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IRISH LILT1 
Sideward Rock 
From position vdth heels together and hands at sides, on count one, hop 
and raise right leg sideways. On count two, hop and bring right leg 
under body and raise left leg sideways. One measure. Repeat rapidly 
to music. 
First Step-Forward Rock 
Simil r~r t o 11 Sidevmrd Rock" except that plane of movement is changed from 
sideward to forw-ard and back. On count one, hop with weight on left foot, 
raising ri ght foot backward . On count two, hop on ri ght foot and raise 
left foot fonvard, one measure. Repeat up to twelve counts (six measures), 
al ways re.ising left foot forw·ard and ri ght foot backward. After the 
t welfth count, by means of the "Brea...l<:," bringing left foot fonvard. 
Brealc 
On count one, spring and spread feet. On count t wo, spring and bring 
feet together again. On count t hree, hop and r aise left leg be.ckvrard. 
On count four, hop end kick left leg forward. 1'\vo measures. 
Second Step- Kick 
Two counts to e ach foot. On count one, spring and raise left leg back-
ward. On count tl.Yo, spring and kick left leg fonvard outwe.rd. On count 
t hree , spring t o left and raise right leg backward. On count four, spring 
and kick right leg fonntrd outward. Continue to twelfth count (six mee.s-
ures), then do 11 Brealc" for four counts (two mee.sures), then repeat step 
with "Break. 11 
Third Step-Toe and Heel 
Four counts to each side. Twelve counts-six measures. On count one, 
spring and face to ri ght, stretching left leg bacbvard, but to left of 
starting position ~~d pl acing left toe on floor. On count two, spring 
and about f ace to left, rotating left leg and placing left heel where toe 
was. On count t hree, spring and face to front, placing left toe on f loor 
near ri ght f oot. On count four, spring and ki ck left leg forward out-
ward. On count five, spring and l nnd on left leg, f ac i ng to left ·with 
right leg extended and toe on floor. On counts six, seven and eight, pro-
ceed a s "V'ri t h left leg, On counts nine to brel ve, repeat with left leg. 
Then "Bree.k" and start with right leg for twelve more counts (six meas-
ures) e.nd 11 Bre a...lc . 11 · 
1 Anne Sc hley, Jeanette Sc hlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of t he British Isles. New York : A. S. Barnes and Company, 1948, 
PP • 98-No-.-
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·words 
TAFFY WAS A YYELSH:r..~..Nl 
Taff y was a 'lelsh man, Taffy wa s a t hief, 
T a~fy c ame to my house and stole a piece of beef; 
I went to Taffy 's house, Taffy wasn' t home, 
I returned t he f avor end stole a marrow bone. 
Dance Formation 
Tvro st r a i ght lines, boys on one side, girls on other, f acing each other. 
Measure 
Mea sure 
Measure 
Mea sure 
Measure 
Measure 
Me asure 
Measure 
1: Face ri ght, take three strong step s forward, lef't, 
ri ght, lef't, a.rms svringing (1, 2, 3). Left e.bout turn 
on 4. (Lines move in opposite directions.) 
2: Sneaking step s back to place, right, left, right (1, 
2, 3), f ace partners on 4. 
3: Three strong steps to center, r i ght, lef t, right, and 
feet to gether on 4. Make a strai ght line down center, 
girls facing one way, boys t he other, partners' right 
shoulders to gether. 
4: Back to pl aces with quick , little backward steps; arms 
in circle in front of chest a s t hough holding something 
(1, 2, 3, 4). 
5: · Fon~ard with three skips, ri ght, left, ri ght, and 
together on 4. Form· strai ght line as in 3. 
6: Bend fon~ard and look right (1, 2), look left (3, 4). 
7: Four sneaking step s ar ound par tners to face original 
pl aces. 
8: Quick, little running steps; f onvard to original places; 
arms as in 4. 
1 Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical Educ ation for Elementar y Schools. 
New York : A. s. Barnes and Company, 1932, p. 1~---
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SUPPLE}.lENTARY LISTING OF DANCES OF TF.-E BRITISH ISLES 
(The first number enclosed in pe.rentheses and following each dance refers 
to the bibliographical entry. The second number is the page reference.) 
England: 
Ireland: 
Scotland: 
Wales: 
Rufty Tufty (38, p.49) 
The Black Ne.g (38, p.52) 
Gathering Peascods (38, p.55) 
Row Well, Ye Mariners (38, p.58) 
Hunsdon House (38, p.61) 
Bean-Setting (38, p.67) 
Blue-Eyed Stranger (38, p.74) 
Sleights Sword Dance (38, p.79) 
Speed the Plough (12, p.23) 
Circ assian Circle {12, p.28) 
Saint Patrick's Day (34, p.80) 
Foursome and Reel (17, p.25) 
Ivtiss Falconer's Fancy (17, p.30) 
The Old Trews (17, p.35) 
Rhif Wyth (12, p.35) 
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THE UNITED STATES OF P~~RICA 
Geographical Background 
The United States of America covers a vast expanse of land1 
roughly approximated as 31 0 26,789 square miles, encompassing the 
central section of the North American continent. This nation is 
bounded on the east by the Atlantic Ocean, on the south by Mexico1 
t he Gulf of Mexico, and the Bay of California, on the west by the 
Pacif ic Ocean, and on the north by the Dominion of Canada. 
A general view of t he topography of the United States of America 
reveals a great river valley1 formed by the Ifi ssissippi River and 
its tributaries, extending from its northern to its southern limits 
to form an extensive plains region in t his country. This fertile 
valley is bordered on either side by mountain ranges. The Appala-
chians, an ea st ern range composed of the Adirondack and vVhite Moun-
tains in the eastern section of the country, are older and not as 
hi gh in altitude as those in the west ern area. The Rocky Mountains 
in t he western section of the United States are a pa.rt of the same 
chain of mountains which extends from Al a ska to Central P~erica. 
The Great Lakes region--comprising the bodies of water known as 
Lake 1uchi gan, Lake Huron, Lake Ontario, Lake Erie, and Lake Supe-
rior--lie in the main between the Dominion of Canada and the United 
States of America. The Mississippi River Valley slopes gradually 
to t he south where its lowland regions continue along the coast of 
the Gulf of Mexico to unite ultimately with the Atlantic lowlands. 
The climate characteristics of the United States of .America are 
too varied to permit generalizations of any sort. Its vast expanse 
--subject to the vagaries of diff erent l e.titudes and the diverse 
influences of mountain, ocean, plain, desert, and lake regions--
result in equally diverse climatic conditions. Lying mainly in the 
southern half of the North Temperate Zone, however, the United 
States of Americ a has a climate which tends toward a general moder-
ateness in the northern sections of the country with increasingly 
high temperatures characterizing those in t he south. Areas adjacent 
to l r ge bodies of water tend to be temperate throughout the year 
with a considerably high degree of humidity, especially during the 
spring, summer, and autumn seasons of each year. California and 
other far-western states he.ve their annual rainy seasons. during the 
fall and winter months of each year, with little or no precipita-
tion during t he spring and summer months. Certain desert sections 
of Arizona, c·alifornia, Wyoming, New Mexico, and west Texas have 
rel atively small amounts of rainf all during any given season of the 
year. Specific sections of the northern and e astern areas of the 
country have heavy snowstorms during the winter months with low tem-
peratures rivaling those o£ the Scandinavian countries where as chil-
dren born and reared in certain southern states, such as Louisiana 
and Mississippi, have no f irst-hand acquaintance with this natural 
phenomenon. The climate in coastal are a s is especially vari able; 
Texans, in particul ar, are prone to boast o£ their rapid changes in 
climatic conditions. 
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The United States of America possesses untold natural resources. 
A relatively young nation in comparison with those comprising the 
European and other world continents, America's rich and varied 
natural resources have never been fully explored. Large deposits 
of cos.l are now found chiefly in the Appalachian, Mississippi Val-
ley, and Rocky M:ountain areas of this country; precious metals are 
found in the Rocky Mountain region, iron ore in the Great Lakes 
section, and copper in the states of Arizona, Montana, Michigan, 
and Utah. Great forest preserves are scattered throughout the coun-
try--particularly in the eastern and f ar-western sections--and elec-
trical power is harnessed for manuf acturing industries wherever 
rivers and lakes of sufficient power afford this means of indus-
trialization. 
The chief agricultural products of the United St ates of America 
are cotton and grains--the l atter both for the production of cereals 
for human consumption as well as for the hay and_ forage to main-
tain a l ar ge c attle-raising industry. Throughout the country, truck 
farmers raise fruits and vegetables of every variety with a prepon-
derance of citrus fruits produced in the states of California, 
Texas, and Florida. Other crops produced in large quantities include 
·tobacco and sugar. The United States of Americ a supplies the world 
vrlth a greater yield of wheat and corn than any single nation of 
the world and produces more corn and cotton than all the rest of 
t he world combined. Vast numbers of sheep, s•rine, and cattle are 
r aised each year, and the oil wells of the United St ates contribute 
richly not only to the maintenance of its domestic industries but 
to those of many other countries a s well. 
Manuf acturing industries in the United States of America have 
been concentrated for many years in the eastern, midwestern, and 
north central states with New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Mass-
achusetts, Ohio, New Jersey, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Indiana pro-
viding approximately sixty per cent of the total value of manufac-
tured products in this country. Recently, however, large plants 
have been established in increasing numbers in various southwestern 
states and popular prediction ascribes to this section of the coun-
try a new "industrial revolution." The slaughtering and packing of 
meats is one of the leading industries with machine shops, automo-
bile plants, petroleum refinerirs, and textile mills following both 
in magnitude and in importance. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. S. Barnes 
ana Company, 1948, pp. 31-32. 
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THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Sociological Background 
The United States of America is a po litical democracy made up of 
a federation of forty-eight states, Alaska, the Hawaiian Islands, 
the Panama Canal .Zone, and other protectorate holdings, governed as 
a whole by the Constitution of the United States which was ratified 
by each of the thirteen original states. The Federal Government is 
divided into three departments--the Executive, the Legislative, and 
the Judicial branches. The Executive Depe.rtment consists of the 
President of the United States, elected by popular vote every fourth 
year, assisted by a Vice-President and e. special Cabinet of ten Sec-
ret e.ries. The Legislative Department consists of a senate and a 
House, made up of representatives of each of the forty-eight states 
elected to represent the people from their particular vicinities. 
The Judicial Department consists of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, ten Circuit Courts, a Court of Claims, a Court of customs 
Appeals, and a Customs Court. 
Today, the United States--which has been called the melting pot 
of the world--claims citizens representing every racial group on 
t he face of the earth. The American Indians were the original inhab-
itants of the country. The English, French, and Spanish came during 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Late in the seventeenth cen-
tury, there was an important immigration of the Scotch-Irish. Early 
in the nineteenth century, large groups came from Germany and Ire-
land and were followed a little later by en appreciable number of 
Scandinavians. After the Civil War, there was a particularly heavy 
immigration from Eastern and Southern Europe--Russia, Poland, the 
Balkans, Austria-Hungary, Greece and Italy. The importation of 
Negroes continued until the abolition of slavery at the close of the 
Civil War. The settlement of the Pacific Coast and the development 
of industry in that area resulted in the immigration of many Chinese 
and Japanese people. Along the southern borders of California, 
Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, there is a l arge Mexican population. 
These peoples with their various heritage s, have brought with them 
t heir religious f aiths so that one finds represented in the United 
States the primary religions of the world. The Protestant and 
Roman Catholic Faiths are the largest groups with the Protestants 
outnumbering the Roman Catholics in a r atio of two to one. How-
ever, the Roman Catholics are by far the l argest single religious 
group since the Protestants represent numbers of sects. In 1944, 
there were fifty-five different religious groups in the United 
States with a membership of 50,000 or over. According to a recent 
estimate the present population of the United States is approximately 
142,000,000 individuals. 
The diverse groups which first settled the United States repre-
sented different social and economic levels. They were united first 
in the struggle for freedom in the Revolutionary Yfar. The pioneer 
spirit, developed during the Colonial period, continued well into 
the nineteenth century. The gre atest tragedy of the country's his-
tory came with the Civil War when families and relatives were 
divided on either side of the conflict and it seemed that the house 
thus divided against itself would surely fall. Ultimately, however, 
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the nation was reunited and continued to grow. All the various 
peoples were blended into one group which held a democratic spirit 
of higher value than traditions of the past or those of the 
mother countries. The people who have made the United States have 
believed in the right of every individual to freedom.l 
1 Anne Schley Duggan~ Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbi~ Rutledge. 
Folk Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. s. Barnes 
arurcompany,-"T9411, PP• 37-38. 
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TilE UNITED STATES OF ~~RICA 
Folk Dances and Music 
Traces of the dances of many nations are found in the folk 
dances of America, but dances have emerged which are truly American 
in type and char acter through the regional influences of climate, occu-
pations, religious beliefs, and the various eras of the country's deve-
lopment. 
There are four t ypes of folk dances in America: play-party 
games, round dances for individual couples, group dances in both long-
ways and circular formations with or without progression of couples 
within the larger set, and square dances. 
The piano most often e.ccompanies the dances, while fiddle, banjo, 
guitar, and accordi on are considered traditional. Of late various com-
binations of instruments are used with good results. Square dancing, 
which takes in all the types, has been revived in recent ye ars and is 
t hriving in most communities all over the country . 
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THE UNITED STATES OF A!~RICA 
Folk Costumes 
There is no special costume designed for folk dancing1 but 
rather comfort is the rule in choice of wearing apparel. Often dun-
garees1 plaid shirts1 calico skirts1 and white blouses are worn~ sug-
gestive of the clothing of the western states. 
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THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Folk Festivals 
Since America is the "melting-pot" of all nations~ the holi-
days which are celebrated are numerous, for the colonists perpetuated 
the holiday customs of their homelands. 
The national holidays ere well-known as i s the manner of their 
celebration. Therefore, I will just briefly mention the ~-Y or ways 
in vmich the regional holidays are enjoyed. 
The following festivals are celebrated in other countries as 
well: NEW YEAR'S EVE and DAY; ST. VALENTINE 'S DA.Y; ST. PATRICK'S DAY; 
EASTER, with Ash Wednesday, Palm Sunday, Good Friday, Easter Sunday; 
APRIL FOOL'S DAY; MAY DAY; HALLOVVE 1EN; CHRISTMAS. 
Festivals vmich have historical significance in the history of 
the United States are THANKSGIVING DA.Y and the FOURTH OF JULY. 
The festivals which are regional only are : the MARDI GRAS CAR-
liTVAL in New orleans--celebrated on Shrove Tuesday, introduced by the 
French colonists, with parades~ pageants, and a masked ball; FIESTA de 
SAN JACINTO--known as "Battle of Flowers," held in San Antonio on 
Apri l 21 to commemorate the famous battle of San Jacinto; the COvWOY 
CHRIST}~S BALL--held at Anson, Texas, three nights of dancing to 
avreken memories of the Gay Nineties; LOS PASTORES--Americans of Mexican 
descent commemorate the search of Mary and Joseph for lodging on Christ-
mas Eve. 
Other festivals of local interest are held at all times of the 
year. Various Indian festivals are held throughout the year. 
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DANCE INSTRUCTIONS AND }~SIC OF THE UNITED STATES 
Play-party Games: 
Round Dances: 
Paw Paw Patch 
Shoo :ny 
.American Polka 
Rye Waltz · 
Group Dances in Longways and Circular Formations: 
Square Dances: 
Bow Belinda 
Sicilian Circle 
Lady Round the Lady 
Life on the Ocean Wave 
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Words 
PAW PA'I'f PATCHl 
Verse I 
Vfuere, oh where, is sweet little Nellie 
Where, oh where, is sweet little Nellie 
vVhere, oh where, is sweet little Nellie 
Way down yonder in the Paw Paw Patch. 
Verse II 
Come on boys, let's go find her 
Come on boys, let's go find her 
Come on boys, let's go find her 
'-IYay down yonder in the Paw Paw Patch. 
Verse III 
Pickin' up Paw Paws, puttin' 'em in her pocket 
Pickin' up Paw Paws, puttin' 'em in her pocket 
Pickin' up Paw Paws, puttin 1 1 em in her pocket 
Way down yonder in the Paw Paw Patch. 
Dance Forma.tion 
A longways set of not more than six to eight couples, partners side by 
side, f acing front, Man on L of partner. 
Measures 
Verse I 
1-8: Dancers sing Verse I, substituting the first name of 
the head Woman for "Nellie." All stand in place except 
the first Woman who turns out to the R., dances down the 
outside and around the entire set to return to place, 
timing her steps so that she finishes in he-r place in 
the set as the last words of Verse I are sung with 16 
step-hops. 
Verse II 
Measures 9-16: Dancers sing Verse II. While the Yiomen stand in place, 
the first Man beckons the line of Men to follow him., 
leading them in the same path taken by the first Woman., 
crossing in front of the column of Women to dance around 
the set, each Man returning to his own place with 16 
step-hops., beginning L and finishing with L foot free. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. s. Barnes and 
Company:-1~, PP• 48-49. 
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Measure 
Mea. sure 
Verse III 
17: Dancers sing Verse III, dancing movement s cued to each 
phrase a s indicated. 
"PICKHT' UP PAW PAYVS" 
With inside hands joined and extended backv~ard at 
shoulder level, outside hands on hips, partners turn 
slightly toward e ach other and take a long step for-
v:rard on the outside foot (Man L, Woman R), bending 
both knees, at the srune time svnnging joined hands 
downward and forward as though scooping up fruit. 
18: "PUTTIN' 1EM IN HER POCKET" 
Dancers close inside foot (Man R, Woman L) in place 
beside outside foot, taking wei ght, pantomiming the 
words sung, using outside hand. 
Measures 19-22: Repeat movements analyzed in Measures 17-18 two times, 
continuing to progress forward on each long step, as 
dancers continue singing the verse. 
Measures 23-24: "WAY DmVN YONDER IN THE PAW PAW PATCH" 
All but the Head Couple drop he.nds as partners face 
each other and step back to form a lane. Head Couple 
face each other, joining both hands with arms extended 
sideward at shoulder level and dance to the foot of 
the set (Man beginning R., ·woman L), with 6 slides, 
finishing vn th a jump into former positions of Foot 
Couple. 
Repeat entire dance until each couple has dances as head couple. 
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SHOO l?Lyl 
Dance Formation 
A circle of partners with hands joined., all facing the center. Each 
girl is on her partner's ri ght. 
Directions 
1. Keeping hands joined., all take four steps forward, into the cent~r. 
2. All take four steps out again., still f acing the center. 
3. Take four steps in again. 
4. Take four steps out. 
5. All svdng partners., using a ~ro-hands, walk-around swing. 
6. Each boy now holds his partner's ri ght hand in his left hand, and 
turns her in front of him, so she crosses from his right side to 
his left • 
. 7. All f ace the center again, and join hands. The boy's former part-
ner is now on his left. The girl who is now on his right is his 
new partner. The dance is repeated as many times as desired. 
Singing Call 
1. Shoo fly, don't bother me 
2. Shoo fly, don't bother me 
3. Shoo fly, don't bother me 
4. •cause I belong to somebody 
5. I do, I do, I do 
And I ain't going to tell you who 
6. I belong to somebody 
7. Yes, indeed I do. 
1 Richard Kraus, Squere Dances of Today. New York: A. s. Barnes 
and Company, 1950, P• 84. 
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.M1ERI CAN POLKA l 
Dance Formation 
Any number of couples in a double circle facing counterclockwise, Man 
on L of partner, inside hands joined, elbows bent. Man 's part is ana-
lyzed; Woman's is opposite with a reversal of feet end directions 
throughout. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
1: 
2: 
3-8: 
1-8: 
Figure I 
Beginning on the outside feet (Men 1 1 Woman R); Touch 
L heel to floor diagonally forward L; Touch L toe 
to floor in front of R. 
1 polka step forward~ beginning with hop on R foot. 
Repeat all 7 times, beginning alternately R, L, R, 1 1 
etc. 
Figure II 
Measures 9-12: Beginning outside feet (.Man 1~ Woman R), dance forward 
counterclocbrise around the circle with 7 walking steps. 
Mee.sures 13-16: Partners face each other and, joining both hands with 
arms extended sideward at shoulder level (Man beginning 
R1 Woman L), dance cloclcwise around the circle vdth 8 
slides. 
Measures 9-16: Repeat all of Figure II. 
Figure III 
Measures 17-24: Partners facing in closed social dance position, Man's 
back to center of circle (Man beginning L, Vroman R), 
couples make four clockwise turns while progressing 
counterclockwise around the circle with 8 polka steps. 
Figure IV 
Measure s 25-28: In original starting position, repeat movements as 
analyzed in Measures 1-2 of Figure 1, two times, begin-
ning alternately L and R. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. S. Barnesand 
Company;-1~, pp. 58-59. 
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Measures 29-32: Turning s.l ternately f ace-to-face and ba.ck-to-back 
(Men beginning R~ Woman L)~ partners continue to 
progress counterclockwise around the circle with 4 
polka. steps, beginning R ~ L, R, 1. 
Measures 25-32: Repeat only Figure IV. 
Figure V 
Mee.sures l-8: Repeat Figure III a s analyzed. 
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RYE WALTZ1 
Dance Formation 
Any number of couples in a large single circle , p artners in closed 
socia l dance position, Men facing counterclockwise, Women clockwise, 
vri th extended arms toward center of circle . Man 's part is analyzed; 
Woman 's part is opposite with a reversal of feet and directions 
t hroughout. 
Measure 
Part I 
1: Man begins L, Woman R, to touch toe of L foot side-
ward to floor, keeping we i ght R; touch toe of L foot 
slightly in front of R foot, keeping L knee turned 
out. 
Measure 2: Repeat 
Measur e s 3-4: 3 slides sideward L toward center of circle; st ep side-
ward L, t aking wei ght. 
Measure s 5-16: Repea.t all three times , beginning alternately R, L, R, 
reversing feet and directions. 
Part II 
Measures 17-32: In closed social dance position, couples turn clock-
wise while progressing counterclockwise a.round the 
l arge circle with 1 6 waltz step s (Man beginning L, 
Woma.n R). 
Repeat entire dance as many times as desired. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of t he United States and Mexico. New York: A. S. Barnes and 
Company:-I~, P• 6o. 
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BOV'i BELI NDA l 
Dance Formation 
Lines of four to eight couples facing e ach other; girls on one side, 
boys on t he other . The head couple is the couple ne arest t he music, 
end foot couple is the couple farthe st away. 
Directions 
1. The fi rst girl and the foot boy, diagonally opposite each other, 
t a..."k:e four step s towar d each other, bow, and four step s back to 
p l ace. 
2. The fi rst boy and the foot girl do the same. 
3. The first girl and last boy walk towar d each other, give right 
hands to each other , walk around each other, end return to pl ace. 
4. The first boy e.nd t he foot girl do the same. 
5. The f irst girl ond t he fo ot boy wal k e.round each other, ho lding 
l eft hands. 
6. The fir st boy and f oot girl do t he same . 
7. The f irst girl and l ast boy walk around each other, holding both 
hands. 
8 . The f irst boy and the l ast girl do the same. 
9. The first girl and t he l ast boy do the do-si-do, going around each 
other, p assing right shoulders as they go forward, and left shoulders 
a s they go back. 
10. The first boy and the last girl do the same. 
11. All join h ands with partners, and p romenade to the left , and dovm 
to t he foot of t he set, f ollowing t he fi rst couple. 
12. Vt/hen t hey are down at t he f oot, t he fir st boy moves the girl over 
to her side, and the f irst couple f orms an arch. The other couples 
go t hrough , >'l'i t h only the f irst coupl e f orming the e.rch. The lines 
are formed again, with t he head couple now down at t he foot. The 
p l ay-p arty is repeated one time for each coup l e . 
Singing Call 
1. Bow, bow, bow Belinda, Bow, bow, bow Belinda 
2. Bow, Bow, B a>'l Belinda , Won't you be my de.rling 
1 Richard Kr aus , Square Dance s of Today. New York: A. S. Barnes 
and Company, 1950, P • 105. 
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3. Right hand round, Oh Belinda, 
Ri ght hand round, Oh Belinda 
4. Ri ght hand round, Oh Belinda, 
Won ' t you be my darling 
5. Left hand round, Oh Belinda, 
Left hand round, Oh Belinda 
6 . Lef t hand round, Oh Belinda 
lfJon 1 t you be my darling 
7. Two hands round, Oh Belinda 
Two hands round, Oh Belinda 
8 . Two hands rouri.d, Oh Belinda 
Won't you be my dar ling 
9 . Do-si - do, Oh Belinda 
Do-si - do, Oh Belinda 
10. Do-si-do, Oh Belinda 
Vfon' t you be my darling 
ll . Promen ade all, Oh Belinda 
Promenade all, Oh Belinda 
Promenade all , Oh Belinda 
Won ' t you be my. darling 
12. Promena.de all, Oh Belinda 
Promenade all, Oh Be linda 
Promenade all, Oh Belinda 
Won't you be my de.r ling 
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SICILIAN CIRCLEl 
Dance Formation 
Couples standing around the floor in a circle, each girl on her part-
ner's right. Each couple is facing another couple. 
Directions 
1. All the dancers, holding their partner's hands, t eke four 
toward the opposite couple, bowing slightly on the fourth 
Then they take four steps back to place, without turning. 
step throughout is a light, graceful movement. 
steps 
step. 
The 
2. All the coup l e s walk forvvard toward the opposite couple, join hands 
with them, and circle once completely to the l eft, returning to home 
positions. It takes eight steps to do this entire figure. 
3. Each couple does a l adies chain with t he opposite couple. The l adie s 
are c hained back to t heir partners. 
4. Each couple does a right and left through with the opposite couple, 
and a right ~~d l eft back to place. Turn to face the couple again. 
5. All take four steps foward, and four steps back, e. s in 1. 
6. All drop hands and walk forward, doing a right and left through ·with 
the opposite couple . The dancers cannot turn, but wal k straight 
t hrough and face a new couple in the circle , ready to do the dance 
from the beginning with them. The dance is repeated as many time s as 
desired. 
1 Richard Kraus, Square Dances of Today. New York: A. S. Barnes 
and Compe.ny, 1950, P• 100. 
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SIC It.lRN CI~ClaE 
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LADY ROUND THE LADYl 
All eight balance 
All eight swing 
Swing her f ast 
Svring her slow 
The Call 
Verse I 
Swing her 'round 'till she yells whoa. 
And p romena.de 
Verse II 
First couple out to the couple on the right 
The lady 'round the lady and the gent also 
The lady 'round the gent but t he gent don't go 
Now circle four in the middle of the floor 
And do-si-do like you did before 
Chase the rabbit, chase the coon 
Chase that gal around the room 
Verse III 
Allemande left vnth your left hand 
Ri ght to your pe.rtner 1 s and a. right and left grand 
Swing all eight when you come strai ght 
And take her on home boysJ don't be l ate. 
Dance Formation 
Any number of s ets of four couples in quadrille fo rmationJ coupl e s num-
bered lJ 2J 3J and 4 counterclocbrise around t he set . 
Measures 
Measure s 
Figure I 
1-2: Call: ALL EIGHT BALA11CE 
Partners f ace and balance with 4 walking steps. 
3-8 : Call: ALL EIGHT Sv'I NG 
Partners swing three times around in p l ace writh 12 
walking steps. 
Measure s 9-16: Call: AND PROMENADE 
In promenade position, couples progress counterclock-
~~s e around the set to return to original p l aces, with 
16 walking steps. 
1 Anne SchleyJ Jeanett e Schlottma.nn and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. S. Barnes and 
Company~94rr, PP • 79-80. 
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Figure II 
Measures 1-2: Call: FIRST COUPLE OUT TO THE COUPLE ON THE RIGHT 
Couple 1 goes forward to R to face Couple 2 with 4 
walking steps. 
Measures 3-4: Call: THE LADY ' ROUND THE LADY AND THE GENT ALSO 
Woman 1 goes between Man 2 and ·woman 2, passing behind 
and to a position in front of Woman 2, while Man 1 
follows his p artner with 4 vmlking steps. 
Me a sures 5-8 : Call: THE LADY ' ROUND THE GENT BUT THE GENT WON'T GO 
Man 1 remains in position facing Woman 2 while Woman 
1 continues to dance between Man 2 and Woman 2, passing 
behind Man 2 to return to her p lace on the R of her 
pe.rtner, facing Couple 2, with 8 walking steps. 
Me a sures 9-10: Call: NOW CIRCLE FOUR I N THE MI DDLE OF THE FLOOR 
Couples l and 2 join hands and circle half around clock-
wise, finishing in opposite places, with 4 wal k ing steps. 
Measures 11-16: Call: NOW DO-SI-DO LIKE YOU DID BEFORE 
Couples l and 2 "do-si-do with 12 walking steps. 
Me a sures l-16: Repeat c a lls in Figure II two times, substituting the 
call AND ON TO THE JIJEXT for FIRST COUPLE OUT TO THE 
COUPLE ON THE RIGHT (Measures l-2, Figure II) for each 
repetition, while Couple 1 dances in turn •rith Couples 
3 and 4 successively, the movements as analyzed for 
dancing with Couple 2. After the Man and Woman of 
Couple 1 dance with Couple 4, they return to their 
original places in the square before all begin Figure 
III. 
Figure III 
Measures l-2: Call: ALLEMA.l\TDE LEFT WITH YOUR LEFT HAND 
Men turn L, vYomen R, to face corners and all 11 a llema.nde 11 
passing by L hands vrith 4 walking steps. 
Measures 3-6: Call: RIGHT TO YOUR PARTNER AND A RIGHT AND LEFT GRAND 
All execute a Grand R and L h alfway a round the set, Men 
progressing counterclockwise, Women clockvdse, with 8 
walking steps. 
!1·1easures 7-8: Call: SV'IT NG ALL EIGHT YffiEN YOU COJVIE STRAIGHT 
Partners meet and 11 swing" once around in place 1ri th 4 
walking steps. 
Measures 9-16: Call: AND TAKE HER ON HOME BOYS, DON'T BE LATE 
In p romenade position, couples p ro gress counterclock-
·wise around the circle to return to original places 
in the square with 16 walking s tep s. 
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LIFE ON THE OCEAN WAVE1 
Directions 
1. The two head boys cross the set and s<ring the opposite girl in her 
home position. 
2. They continue to swing, as the side two boys cross over and do t he 
same thing. 
3. All the boys bow to their opposite girls, across the set, then to 
their new partners, the girls on their right. 
4. They t hen all swing the corner girls, and promenade them once around 
the set to t he girls' original home positions. 
5. Every dancer ha s a new partner. This action, 1-4, is repeated three 
times more, until all the dancers have returned to their original 
p e.rtners. 
6. The four girl s now walk to the center, and join right hands in a 
star . They walk around to the opposite boy. He swings t hem. The 
four girls now join left hands in a star, walk back to pextners 1 
and swing t hei r partners. 
7. The dance is now repeated from the beginning, with the girls cross-
ing over and doing the action from l-5, and each time promenading 
to the boys 1 original positions, until they are back with their own 
partners. 
Figure 
Music J~. 
1. The head two gents cross over, and with your opposite suring . 
2. The side two gents cross over, and do t he s~me old t hing . 
3. Salute your opposite partner, salute your ovm sweet Jane. 
4. Svdng your corner once around, end promenade the same. 
Music B 
5. Repe at calls l-4, three more times. 
Break 
6 . Four l adies grand chain, right across you chain. 
1 Richard Krau s, Square Dances of Today. New York: A. S. Barnes 
and Company, 1950, P• 72. 
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Swing t h e .opposite gent. Chain the l adies back e.gain. 
Trot them back to place. Now everybody swing in ple.ce. 
(The break call is chanted, and ms.y be called with a "change" tune, 
or different tune.) 
Figure 
7. The head two girls cross over, and with your opposite swing. 
The side two girls cross over, and do . the same old thing . 
Sa lute your opposite partner, s e.lute your ovm sweet J ane. 
Swing your corner once around, and promenade the same. 
Repeat 7, three times more. 
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SUPPLE1ffiNTARY LISTING OF DANCES OF THE UNITED STATES 
(The first number enclosed in parentheses and following each dance refers 
to the bibliographical entry. The second number is the page reference.) 
Play-party Games: 
Round Dances: 
Circle Formations: 
Chester Schottische (47, p.95) 
The Grand }~rch (47~ p.llO) 
Patty Cake Polka (47, p.96) 
Mexican Waltz (47, p.98) 
American Schottische (40~ p.53) 
Oxford Minuet (40, p.55) 
Bingo (47, p.93) 
Come~ ~~ Love (47, p.91) 
Oh, Suzanna (47, p.88) 
Sicilian Circle (47, p.loo) 
Skating Away (47, p.86) 
American Varsovienne (40~ p.62) 
Longways Formations: 
Square Dances: 
Alabama Girl (47, p.l07) 
Bow Belinda (47, p.l05) 
Noble Duke (47, p.l03) 
Shoo Fly (47, p.85) 
Virginia Reel (47, p.l08) 
Hull's Victory (40, p.71) 
Take a Little Peek (40, p.82) 
Birdie in a Cage (40, p.84) 
Ladies to the Center (40, p.89) 
Grand Square (40, p.93) 
Bouquet Waltz (48, p.56) 
Captain Jinks (48, p.78) 
Chase a Rabbit (47, p.24) 
Corners Bow, partners vVhirl (47, p.31) 
Dip and Dive (47, p.68) 
Divide the Ring (47, p.30) 
Double Sashay (47, p.35) 
Down the Line (47, p.36) 
Duck for the Oyster (47, p.2o) 
Elbow Swing (47, p.27) 
Farmer Gray (47, p.74) 
Form and Arrange (47, p.29) 
ForvTard Six and Fall Back Eight (47~ p.44) 
Buffalo Girls (47, p.97) 
Golden Slippers (47, p.63) 
Gal from Arkansas (47, p.23) 
1~ 
Grapevine Twist (47, p.28) 
Hinkey Dinkey Parle% Vous (48, p.61) 
Hot Time in the Old Town (47, p.80) 
Lady Go Halfway Round Again (47, p.34) 
Lucy Long (47, p.76) 
The Mill Wheel (47, p.39) 
Pass the Left Hand Lady Under (47, p.66) 
Red River Valley (48, p.74) 
Sashay and Swing the Girl Behind You (47, p.40) 
Shoot the OWl (47, p.38) 
Susie Q (47, p.43) 
Swing Like Thunder (47, p.25) 
Texas Star (47, p.32) 
Three Ladies Chain (47, pe33) 
Tucker's Waltz (47, p.7o) 
Two Head Gents Cross Over (47, p.72) 
Uptown and Downtown (47, p.62) 
Wagon Vfueel (47, p.73) 
\~en the Work's All Done This Fall (47, p.78) 
Yucaipa Twister (47, p.46) 
9panish Cavaliere (48, p.65) 
Nellie Bly (48, p.75) 
My Old Kentucky .Home ( 48, p.68) 
Couple Down Center (48, p.70) 
Girl I Left Behind Me (48, p.53) 
Old Dan Tucker (52, p.33) 
Nellie Gray (47, p.59) 
Head Two Gents Over (47, p.87) 
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MEXICO 
Geographical Background 
The Republic of Mexico is a great tongue of land linking the 
two Americas of the Western Hemisphere. The country is bounded 
on the north by the United States of America, on the east by the 
Gulf of :Mexico, on the west by the Pacific Ocean, and on the 
south by Central America and the Gulf of Tehuantepec. The area 
of xiexico in terms of square miles (767 ,198) is approximately 
equal to that of the far western states of the United States--
Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and Idaho. 
Down this expanse of land ranges the southern section of the 
Rocky Mountains of North .America. The mountains are divided in 
the north into eastern and western ranges which follow the coast-
line on either side. As a result, the country is divided into 
clearly defined geographical areas with va stly different topogra-
phical characteristics • . The Northern Mesa, a large plains area 
with v.ast sections arid and dry, is just south of the Rio Grande 
River. A little farther south is the Central Mesa which is more 
kindly favored with respect to rainfall and sunshine, resulting 
in abundant vegetation and a delightful climate in general. 
These mesas are cut off from the Gulf of ~iexico by the Madre 
Oriente Range of mountains. The brief expanse of lowland area 
along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico has a particularly heavy 
annual rainfall producing land which is rich and thickly vegetated. 
It is at the same time marshy and tropical and, therefore, not 
altogether healthful. The Sierra Madre Occidental rises betv;een 
t he mesas and the Pacific Ocean. The land along the Pacific coast 
is fertile and healthful but almost inaccessible from other parts 
of Mexico because of the rugged mountainous terrain which must be 
crossed before reaching it. The mountainous regions of Southern 
Mexico and the tropical areas of the Yucatan Peninsula are both 
productive and beautiful sections of this country. 
Many sections of Mexico are not under cultivation because of 
the lack of water. 1~erever crops can be raised, the chief staple 
of the Mexican diet--corn--will be found. Other common food 
staples are wheat, barley, and beans. In the hot lands of Mexico, 
sugar, rice, cacao (from which cocoa is made), tobacco, and chicle 
(sap from the sapate tree) are raised in quantities sufficient not 
only for domestic consumption but for export purposes as well. The 
introduction of irrigation into Mexico has brought with it the cul-
tivation of cotton. Fruits which flourish in tropical climates--
melons, pineapples, citrus fruits, gue.vas, and bananas--are grown 
abundantly in these sections also. A somewhat unique "staple" p:t:'o-
duct grown in Mexico is the maguey plant from which pulque, an 
intoxicating drink consumed by the Mexicans, is made. In the tem-
perate climates of Mexico, coffee is grown and exported in quantity. 
Mexico's mountains are rich in mineral deposits. Gold, silver, 
copper and lead are the leading minerals mined. More recently, 
oil has been discovered as another of the important natural 
resources of this country. 
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Since Mexico is an agricultural rather than an industrial nation. 
manufactured products in the main are limited to serapes, 1pottery. and silver jewelry, most of which are still hand-wrought. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge. 
Folk Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. s. Barnes 
ana-company,-r94B; PP• 99-Ioo. 
1~ 
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MEXICO 
Sociological Background 
The year of 1876 marked the beginning of the Diaz regime, a 
benevolent despotism. Diaz was able to bring some order out of 
the general confusion within the country and to promote its com-
mercial and industrie_l development. This was accomplished, how-
ever, to the neglect of the well-being of the masses and even-
tually, their unrest brought about the Revolution of 1911. 
In 1917, after seven years of instability, Mexico adopted a 
new constituion which embodied numerous provisions for a better 
Mexico, including a more democratic judiciary, labor laws stip-
ulating minimum wages, and the requirement that all clergy be 
native-born. 
The past three decades of Mexican history have shown great 
strides in social progress--an attempt toward general education 
of the masses, legislation and concerted effort for better sani-
tation throughout the nation, and contributions toward greater 
cohesiveness of the powers comprising the Western Hemisphere. 
Of Mexico's 19,000,000 people (1940), about twenty-five per 
cent are Indian, five per cent white, either native or foreign, 
and seventy per cent mestizo. According to most authorities on 
Mexico's problems, the solution to her difficulties lies in an 
increase of the mestizo class (mixed foreign and Indians) and 
the acceptance of Spanish as the universal language of the coun-
try. The language problem is one which has seriously interfered 
vnth Mexico's attainment of a unified nation. vVhile Spanish is 
spoken in the cities, the large native Indian population speaks 
many separate langue_ges which have their roots in the various 
Indian groups of corresponding sections of ancient Mexico. This 
lack of amalgamation of tongues has been due in great measure to 
the difficulties of communication resulting from natural geo-
graphic barriers. 
Mexico is predominantly a 
being Roman Catholic and the 
the Indians, being a curious 
and Christianity. It is not 
Christian cross. Idols have 
to be blessed by the priest. 
spiritual group. Every home 
be a simple, humble one. 
Catholic country, the urban groups 
rural population, especially among 
compromise be~veen pagan religion 
uncommon to see idols beside the 
been hidden in a bouquet of flowers 
The Mexican people are a devout 
has its shrine, even though it may 
Mexican art and music have aroused much admiration in the 
United States and elsewhere. Diego Rivera is generally consid-
ered an i mp ortant contributor to modern art. Carlos Chavez, an 
outstanding Mexican conductor, has led American orchestras flld 
has introduced many Mexican masterpieces to our repertoire. 
1 Anne Schley Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, 
Folk Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. S. Barnes 
a.n:crcompany,-r94E"; PP• 101-102. 
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MEXICO 
Folk Danoes and Music 
The danoes of Mexico include Indian dances of worship and war 
and Spanish dances. The two are fused so that little can be oalled 
purely Indian or purely Spanish. 
The most popular dances in Mexioo are the zapateados. They are 
step dances--the feet are brushed or stamped on the floor in rhythmic 
patterns and varying dynamics. The jarabe; the jarana, and the hua-
pango are the three types of step dances. They are performed at reli-
gious rites and secular fiestas. Guitars and violin usually accompany 
the dancing. The musicians accompany the playing by singing in high 
falsetto voices. 
The brief reign of Maximilian in Mexico accounts for the intro-
duction of a few French steps inserted in the current Mexican dances. 
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MEXICO 
Folk Cos~umes 
A~ fies~as and o~her celebra~ions ~he cos~umes of ~e dancers 
are brillian~. 
A simple cos~ume and one usually worn by the men is white 
pajama-like trousers~ shirts, sombreros, and sandals or huaraches . 
A shawl or blanket serves many purposes. 
The women wear dark, full skirts and white or dark blouses. 
Their hair is braided or knotted at the neck apd covered with a dark 
shawl. Sandals are also worn. The shawl of the woman serves many 
purposes and sometimes is the dressy part of the costume . 
MEXICO 
Folk Festivals 
DIA DE LOS REYES MAGOS--This holiday is associated with the Ephiphany. 
The children receive toys and sweets and a cake is served in honor of 
the Three Wise Men. 
DOAUNGO DE RESURRECCION--This marks the end of the penitential Lenten 
season. 
FIESTA PATRIA--The Festival of Independence is celebrated with parades, 
feasting, fireworks, and other forms of entertainment. 
DEA DE LOS lli~TOS--This Day of the Dead is a day for decorating graves 
with flowers and candles. Foods are prepared (favorites of the deceased) 
and are eaten lustily by the family. 
FIESTA DE NUESTRA SENORA DE GUADALUPE--Celebrated on December 12 is 
this day in honor of the patron saint of Mexico. 
LAS POSADAS--The nine-day celebration in commemoration of the passage 
of Joseph and Mary from Nazareth to Bethlehem is carried out carefully. 
MISA DE GALLO--This takes place at midnight on Christmas Eve and is 
followed by feasting which begins on LA NAVIDAD, Christmas Day. 
1~ 
Mexico: 
DANCE INSTRUCTIONS. AND L~SIC OF MEXICO 
La Virgincita 
La Raspe 
Cielito Lindo 
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LA VIRGENCITAl 
Dance Formation 
Any number of couples in a single circle, facing in, Man on L of part-
ner, all hands joined. 
:Measure 
:Measure 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Figure I 
1: Dance in place with spring on L foot, R foot extended 
forward, heel on floor with toe up; hold. 
2: Spring onto R foot, L foot extended forward, heel on 
floor with toe up. 
3: Spring onto L foot as in Measure 1. Spring onto R foot 
as in Measure 2. 
4: 
5-8: 
1-8: 
Spring onto L foot as in Measure 1; ho],d. 
Repeat all three times beginning alternately R, L, R. 
Repeated. 
Figure II 
Measures 9-12: Beginning L, dancers move around clockwise with 8 
skip steps (2 to each measure). 
Measures 13-16: Repeat 3 times, moving alternately counterclockvnse, 
clockwise, and counterclockwise around the circle. 
9-16: Repeated 
Repe at entire dance as many times as desired. 
1 Anne Schley, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie Rutledge, Folk 
Dances of the United States and Mexico. New York: A. s. Barnes-ind 
Company~~. P• 169. 
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Dance Formation 
Face p artner holding both hands. 
Measure 
Measure 
Measures 
Measures 
Measures 
1: Starting vnth the right foot~ do four foot changes, 
that is: right heel forward on the floor~ then left, 
right~ left. 
2: Starting with the left foot~ make complete turn in 
place to the left. 
3-4: Srune as measures 1 and 2~ starting with left heel for-
we.rd, and, starting with right foot, turn right. 
5-6: Link ri ght arms with partner· and turn together in place. 
7-8: Link left arms e.nd turn in opposite direction. 
Repeat dance. 
1 Theresa. Armitage, Music Everywhere. Boston: Birchard and Com-
pany, 1946, P• 159. 
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CIELITO LINOOl 
Words and Dance Formation 
Partners with inside hands joined, in double circle, facing line of 
march. 
"De l a. Sierra. Morena., Cielito Lindo Vienen ba.jando." 
Moving in line of march, starting with outside foot, partners balance 
(using one long step and two steps in pl ace) diagonally forward and 
away from each other and repe at, starting vdth inside foot moving 
diagonally forward tov<a.rd partner. 
"Un par de ojitos negros Cielito Lindo de Contra.bando." 
Waltz ending in face to face postion. 
".Ay, a.y, a.y, a.y." 
In l arge single circle, man facing counter-clockwise, lady clockwise, 
give right hand to partner and step forward on ri ght foot toward part-
ner, r aising hands high, step back on left foot, pass partner vdth 
three smal l steps. 
"Canta. y no llores." 
Give left hand to new partner and repeat stepping forwe_rd and back-
ward and p a. ssing starting left foot. 
"Porque cantando sea. le gran Cielito Lindo los cora zones." 
Waltz with third partner, in regul ar position to end of verse. Finish 
in couples facing in line of march with inside hands joined. 
1 Ethel Bowers, Musical Mixers. New York: National Recreation 
Associ ation, 1946, P• 17. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING OF DANCES OF MEXICO 
(The first number enclosed in parentheses and following each dance refers 
to the bibliographical entry. The second number -is the page reference.) 
Mexico: 
Si 6 Senor (24, p.l53) 
San Severino (246 ~.158) 
Palapal (246 p.154) 
LaCuna (446 p.82) 
Fandango ( 446 p.83) 
El Besa Da (446 p. 84) 
Los Matlanchines (40 6 p.llO) 
La cucaracha (40 6 p.ll6) 
Las Iguiris (40, p.l22) 
Los Viejitos (40 6 p.l30) 
El Jarabe Tapation (40. p.l38) 
Chapter III. Stn~~y 
There are numerous folk dance collections and one only needs 
to peruse, wei gh, retain, or discard to build a worthwhile folk dance 
librar y . Physica l conditions, t he time element, the age of the group, 
and othe r basic factors will determine the choice of dances and t he 
intensity of t he study . 
As previously stated, I have strived to present a sampling of 
dances with suitable background materi al f rom the countries of t he 
world whose li tera.ture wa s ample. 
A f ew recording companies are promoting f olk dance records, suit-
ably graded and varied. These are worthy of investigation. 
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